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FOREWORD

I

Educators are contiquatly faced with the task of Meeting the changing needs of students and
the community which they_serve. In order to approach this change process task logically, educe-
tiorial planners, first of all, must be able to identify what those needs are at given points in time.

rat This needs assessment handbook offers a set of practical procedures for rural educators to use in
(11 determining the career developmentyneeds of youth; (2) determining a set of prioritized guidance
program goals for their school, and (3) gaining advice from the community concerning the school's
responsibility in meeting the needs of youth. Accordingly, we oelieve that the contents of this
handbook will prove to be a valuable topl for persons responsible for rural guidance program in their
efforts to monitor and iniprove the quality of their schools' career guidance program.

ti

We are indebted to Andrew J. Bush; Arland N. Benson, and Harry N. Drier for making this
handbook a valuable working tool.

The advice and consultation gained from the project consortium staff at Wisconsin Vocational
Studies Center and Northern Michigan University were of inestimable value in the planning, prepara-
tion, and refinement of this handbook. Sincere appreciation is extended to all theSe individuals
for their many valuable contributions and especially the task of coordi.iating the credibility review
process in their respective states.

We hope that you find-this handbook to be useful. We welcome your constructive comments
f6r its improvement.

7

Robert E. Taylor
Director

.)
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

To maintain and improve local guidance programs, school personnel must engage in ongoing
planning, development, implementation, and evaluation activities. A comprehensive conceptual
framework for captivating the essence of a systematic approach to such activities.has been presented
'in the Life Role DevelopmentModel of this series. That framework endorses two principal component
activities, problem identification and problem resolution. Logically, before a problem can be ration-.
ally resolved, j.t must be identified and adequately defined. In the context of problem identification,
a needs assesstrient can be a valuable working tool. Hence, the process of needs assessment, whether
it be formal or informal, large scale or small, is an intdgral component of guidance planning, develop-
ment, implementation, and evaluation.

The overriding purposes for a guidance. program needs'assessment are to identify problem areas
in current guidance programming, assist in setting goals tarOeted at overcoming those shortcorr ings,
and, in general, provide a logical' base for planning, development, and implementation aimed at elimi-
nating student career development weaknesses. To accomplish these purposes, a needs assessment
inherently contains elements of problem identification and problem resolution. In short, not only is
a needs assessment a tool for planning, but also a systematic approach employing planning and imple-
mentation strategies.

To become functional, the strategy of nerds cssessment must be applied within a situation where
goals,either alfeady exist or are possible to formulate. Since the target area that this handbook will
address is the career guidance program in rural schools, a way of describing appropriate career develop,
ment content domains and goals based on those domains is needed.

Drawing upon the career development content framework for career guidance established in the
Life Role Development Mudel, three career guidance domains can the postulated. Ttiese domains in-'
clude.(1).self and interpersonal relations, (2) life roles, and (3) career planning and clectsion-m&king.

Based upon thee',. three domains, gelteralized goals can be developed that state career guidance
progrant objectives. Twenty-six such broad goals have been developed for this project which specify
yvhat students.should be able to do. terms of these, students can:

Self and lnt personal Relations

1. Atssess relationship of theii- interests, attitudes, values, abilities, and achievehlents to the
development and realization of their t,uree'r goals.

2. Appraise their physical and mental charktertstics, the poutt change, and apply this
knowledge to goal setting for life roles

4
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3. Affirm en integrated self-concept based on the integration of environmental and group
experiences arid,individual inthrnal factors

4. Assess their personal interests, aptitudes, and qualifications in seleCtinn and assuming career
roles.

5. Characterize their personal attitude and value system.

6. Asses; the impact that social rel-ationships such as those that occur in the home, school,
and community settings have upon them.

7. Appraise similarities and differences in the attitude and value systems of others in order to
become tolerant in interpersdnal relationships.

. t ..
8. Demonstrate mastery.in coping and adjusting to various settings and situations to promote

positive intcirpersonalirelationships in their career roles.

Life Roles'

1. Appraise the variety, complexity, and availability of occupations in the world of work.

2 Appraise the economic benefits and limitations associated with potential occupations.

:god
3 dodge the ways in which o upstionsielate to the goals, needs, and functions Of socigty.

4 Assess the basic characteristics, qualifications, and stages of preparation needed to obtain
and perform in various occupationafroles.

5. Evaluate the relationships of present and anticipated life roInto economic trends found in
the community, state, and nation.

6 Assess the ways in which personal needs, roles, and goals relate to occupations.

-7. Affin-n that physica' andemotional needs can be met through leisure activities.

8: Determine how to plain for and utilize leisure opportunities.

AsseSs the relationships among leisure, educational, and occupational pursuits and preferred
life styles.

10. Determine how life roles may change otter time and how interaction takes place between
maturation and life roles.

o Career Plvning and Decision-Making

1 Utilize the essential skills necessary to gather, organize,,and evaluate information for
effective decision-making,

2 Utilize-personal and social goals and values in their decision-making process.

3. Affirm the potential for expanding their life role options as a result of effective decision
mak

2
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4. Evaluate their career decisions as they relate to personal values

5. Accept the responsibilities for their decision-making outcomes

6. Considlr various pathways available for achieving short and long term educational, occupa-
tional, apd social goals

7. Utilize the skills necessary for securing, maintaining, and/or advancing in various career
pathways.

8. Validate that career planning is a continuous process which reflects continual learning in a
changing environment.

It is important to notice that these goals are nkmeasurable as they stand

Consequently, something must be done to reduce them to measurable levels before work can
progress. argeted -at identifying program shortcomings. .Fortunately, Bloom's taxonomy affords a
conceptual base for refining high abstraction goals into low abstraction compnents (Bloom, 1956).
Moreover, it permits specificity in selecting the lands of goals appropriate for a given situation and
student population.

Exartiples of how the taxonomy can be used to establish different types of intermediate level
program goals can be found in theLife Role Development Model. There, two intermediate career
guidance goals for each category of Bloom's taxonomy have been presented for each of the twenty-
six general goals cited earlier.

,

To be measurable a goal must at least, specify who and what, in clear, unambiguous terms. By
applying the principles of the taxonomy to the geriera1 gpals,.program objectives can be formulated.
By making them concrete enough to measure, a career development needs assessment can begin.

The needs assessment process is built around the concept of a need. Unless care is taken inde-
`inirig the construct, the process is worthless. Typically, a need is defined as a discrepancy between a
desired condition and. an actual condition, For example, if a program goal is to have 50 percent of
the freshman class read and comprehend information in a certain career informatjon brochure arid only
10 percent have either read or demonstrated understanding, the implied need is the discrepancy be-
tweenthe percent who "should have read and comprehended the brochure and the percent who "in
fact" did.

In overview, the needs assessment process can be seen as minimally involving four basic steps.
First, desired states must be formulated in measurable terms. Second, actual states must be measured.
Third, the discrepancies existing betWeen postulated desired states and measured actual states must be
obtained. Fourth, once nbeds-are established, they must be prioritized.

On the surface, these steps may appear to be easy to pursue. In practice, the 'can be rather
difficult to execute and, generally', require careful planning-prior to implementation. In this regard
the planning-implementation cycle, developed for this project can prove to !A an invaluable tool for
organizing the thinking of the school person who Wants to conduct a needs assessment.

I
Armed with that framework and. employing the.goals specified by the.Life Role Development

Model, a career develppment needs assessment can be approached. Needs assessment, In its most
rudimentary form, is a problem identification-solution exercise and the establishment of a jumping-off
place for creating measurable, Important career guidance objectives.

3
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In terms of content, this handbook contains two major sections. The first section deals in detail
with the issues surrounding the execution of a needs assessment and offers concrete guidelines for
conducting such an assessment for career guidance programs. It provides discussion and enough
examples of the procedural tools used in a needs assessment to give the readers a clear picture of

.what must to done and how to do it.

It specifically addresses the issues of (1) identifying and involving important groups for input,
(2) establishing and valuing.goals, (3) gathering data, and (4) measuring and prioritizing discrepancies.
Taken together, the material in this section should give the beginning needs "assessor" the requisite
information and methodology for successfully carrying out an assessment of student career guidance

program needs.

The second major section creates a hypothet. al school situation within which a counselor is

trying to conduct a career guidance prograrnmeeds sessment. It documents an application of the
procedures suggested in the preceding section. Furth r, both sections provide instrumentation that
the consumer carku.,e to gather information to measure the degree of program goal achievement in a

local school':

Overall, the handbook provides the means for someone in a local school to conduct a career
development needs assessment. From the perspectives of giving valUable insight into the neeus

ment process and making practical tools for that process available, the handbook is indeed valuable.
However, it is limited in the extent to which it can anticipate special school environments. Obviously,
this handbook is not tailored for every individual school. It is not intended to be. What it does offer

is a genera! plan that can be modified for local use with fninimal consumption of time and effort.
Consequently, it reduces 'he time and energy demand placed on local school persons who wish to

pursue a career guidance program needs assessment. I,jj does not eliminate that demand completely.

Further, the point must be made that the entire series,of rural.guidance products has been speci-

cally designed with the rural school in mind. Consequently, this handbook is particularly appropriate

for rural settings. Its contents have been designed to fit that environment as closely as possible.

4



SECTION II

ISSUES AND GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTING
A RURAL CAREER GUIDANCE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Identification and Involvement of Important Groups-

Why Involve Other People?

Needs assessment is most successful when it is a team effort. Involvingirepresentatives of several
school and community groups will provide a broad data base as well as build additional support for a
comprehensive career guidance program. How one goes about a needs study.is as important as the
end result. A career guidance program can help unify a school and a community.

Involving a wide range of interests and viewpoints in a needs study will start the buiJding of com-
munication links among teacher- counselors, administralors, community members, parents, and stu-.
dents. '/None of us is as smart as all of us" might be a motto for a'needs study.

A needs study involves some risk and will create some resistance. Some people might feel.they
are being evaluated. Others may be concerned about making changes. People who are seeking change
and growth may become worried about their expectations not being met. One way to cope with these
human feelings is to seek represenilative reactions from all involved groups.

Conducting a needsudy in an open fashion will make expectations and standards of perfxmance
more clear to students, educators, and taxpayers. Communication among these sectors is vital in making
proper program decisions on an-ongoing basis

Who Should Be Involved?

The people in positions of power and influence, such as admir istrators, teachers, and leaders of
parent, business, and community groups should be represented in a needs study. Without knowledge-
able support (or at least neutrality) from the power structure of the school and community, little
permanent program development is likely.

Starting with people who appear interested is popular in a time of shared decision-making, and it
can also generate enthusiasm and commitment from others. Generally, the best approach is to involve
the formal power structure and at the same time Provide opportunities for voluntary participation.

Different communities may have specific groups who are highly visible, organized, and interested
in promoting particular issues and programs. A needs study must involve a cross section of the school
and community and not Just the most vocal or powerful elements. A comprehensi_, career guidance
program should not be seen as a "counselors' program" or a "teachers' program" o. a "business
program," but as a total school community program.

5



The following should be considered in any needs study with possible additions or modifications
based upon local conditions:

Policy makers in school administration

Parents

Students

School Leavers

Employers

Teachers

Graduates Other community members (e.g., volunteer
and service agencies)

. One or two representatives from each of these groups (or populations) should be active contrib-
utors to a needs study. The mechanics of collecting. information and attending meetings is more
ractical if ten people or less are involved. If one person from each of the above eight categories
served as reactors and contributors to a needs study, one could still add two additional students for
support and for variety of grade level representation.

Now Shiild People BeInvolved?

The first step in the needs study is to determine the purposes toe school district's career
guidance program. To determine what should constitute a student's reer development is the basis
of all further program efforts. After determining what the status of a dent's career development
should be at various grade levels, the student assessment program can be started. The student assess-.
Ment prograni is followed by a process of measuring the differen,:es between what "should be" and
what "actually is." Such-differences are student needs. The process of ranking the student needs
and developing goals constitutes the final phase of the assessment.

..;. .

People. from the eight populations mentioned can help with all four phases in the needs study.
Two methods of involvement are possible with modifications of each. The individual information
gathering method uses interviews r'nd questionnaires to get responses frdm population representatives
at each stage in the needs study. The task force method uses meetings to get responses from popula-
tion representatives. Both methods may include questionnaires or interviews with larger samples of
people. Both approaches may also use face to face meetings.

Asking ten people to periodically react to career guidance goals and to rank order needs can be
done exclusively with individual contacts, through committee meetings, or inisome combination of
individual contacts and Meetings. In both instances it may be desirable to further sample the different
populations for specific information.critical for program planningi

Putting emphasis on an individual contact approach has the dvantage of getting a needs study
underway rapidly with relatively little risk of being sidetracked ith other issues and agendas.

Putting emphasis on group meetings also fias several advantages. The group meetings can stimu-
late creative brainstorming and increase individual commitment to the project. Face to face communi-
cation also tends to be clearer. The risks or potential disadvantages of extensive task force meetings
center around the group's staying on a common agenda and resolving conflicts.

6
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How to Get People Involved

People who are asked to participate in a needs study will want to know

What is exp, ted of them,

What time demands there will be,

What is the purpose of the needs study,

What change might result from the needs study:

One approach would be to point out the ways in which individuals representing the school and
community setting can contribute to a needs study, such as:

,.***

Thinking through the purposes and content of caceer. guidance,

Promoting the cooperation of various groups,

Making sure all valued goats and interests are represented.

The amount and nature of time commitments should be spelled out when initially contacted.
The short term goals, as well as the long-term goals for each step of the needs study should be briefly
expl- ed. Developing people's confidence in their ability to contribute to a needs study is important.
Frovi* Ig realistic benchmarks of accomplishment is a necessary orientation.

Providing incentives for participation is also important. It is desirable to have a core group of
people help with all steps of a needs study. The opportunity to help improve education can be reward-
ing to all group representatives, but more immediate incentives can increase performance and might
include:

Recognition by peers and the power struct

Freedom of participation,

Feedback as to progress and accomplishments,

Variety.and novelty of activities,

Coffee, pop, doughnuts, lunch.

An invitation to prospective helpers for a needs study might take the form of a letter, phone
call, or personal contact. An example of such an invitation is found in Figure 1.

Students may need reassurance that there will be other students on this survey force and that
their advice is valued. Community members may need reassurance that consumer reactions are also
jmportant. Educators may need reassurance that the needs study will be more than a philosophical
deb ting society. Using the set of goals and procedures in this package as a starting point will assist
in veloping a realistic and productive pace. In every step of the needs study, however, local adapta
tio s of these materials may be necessary as well as motivating to the participants. The needs study
tas force will appreciate having proven materials and procedures available, but at the same time
the must have the opportunity to add their own creativity.'

7



Date

Dear'

Our school is undertaking a career guidance needs study and we need your
help. We want to decide what our students' career planning skills and knowledge
should be, and then fmd out what the stat is of our students really is. From a
comparison of the "ideal" and the "actual," we will decide what our most urgent
needs are.

We ask for four to eight hours of your time over the next six to eight weeks.
The Weds of students, educators, parents, and community members are needed.
If you have any questions, please call

- Sincerely yours,

-

FIGURE 1

Invitation to Prospebtive Helpers

Orienting the Task Force and Community

A simple time and activity flow chart can be given to the task force members and a time line
negotiated (see Figure 2).

TIMELINE:

PHASE I (Step 1)-

Steps in the Needs Study

Determine Geperal Career Guidance Goals

By (Specific Daft) Rank in Order the Importance of the General Goals
By (sp,.crfic Date) Develop Concret4 Career Guidance Goals

By (Specific Date) Rank in OrciJr the Importance of the Concrete
Goals

PHASE H (Step 2) Measure Stuo:.-.nt Performance

. By (specific Date

PHASE III (Step 3)

By (specific Date)

PHASE IV (Step. 4)

By ispcethr oat,

Comparing Goal Standards and Actual Performance

Rank In Order the Urgency of Needs and Report

FIGURE 2

Time and Activity Flow Chart

8
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A floki chart similar to the preceding example should be explained and encouragenkent given at
each step, so that involvement in the project does not 3ppedr overwhelming.

Approval and'support will be needed from the school board and administration in order to start.
Hopefully, representatives from high levels of the formal power structure are serving on the needs
study review panel (task force).

The counselor or an administrator may wish to send a memo to the school and the community
recruiting volunteers to serve in a reactor capacity. An example is pr _.,,,rated in Figure 3.

MEMORANDUM

TO: Students, Faculty, and Community Residents

FROM: Counselor or Task Force Chairperson

DATE:

RE: Career Guidance Needs Study

Our district is starting a ocess of defining the goals and student needs for career
guidance. This process is tarting with a needs study that will involve students,
staff, and community. T e needs study will consist of the following steps:

1. Clarification of the goals of career guidance,

2. Assessment of student performance,

3. Measurement of the discrepancies between goals and performance,

4. Ranking the discrepan'cies in terms of urgent student needs.

This needs study will be carried out during the next weeks. If\you receive
a questionnaire, please return it as soon as possible. Your cooperation is appre-
ciated. If you have any questions, please call . Thank
you for your help.

FIGURE 3

Memorandum Regarding the Purpose of Career Guidance Needs Study

9



Determining and Flanking General Career Guidance Goals

Determining General Career Guidance Goals

The twenty-six goals mentioned pre'viously should be reviewed by the task force for additions,
deletions, or modifications to meet local values. One likely reaction will be a difficulty in understand-
ing such general goals. Understanding may be increased by handing out concrete goal examples for
the general goals. Concrete goal examples are found in the following sections. At this point it would
be useful to read through the rest of the needs study handbook before developing your total needs
assessment plans. ,-

Another likely reaction would be questioning of the breadth of the goals covering interpersonal
skills, values, and leisure activities. Explain the importance of self-awareness to career planning and
the increasing importance of leisure and other non-paid work roles. A general caution would be to
prevent a lengthy goal adoption process. No more than two or three meetings or individual contacts
should be used for determining general goals.

The twenty-six general goals are broad enough to be considered applicable to the lifelong career
development process. When it comes to specific student performance measures, grade and/or age
level may l ieded.

(

Ranking the GoneraL.Career Guidance Goals

Once the general goals have been set, the task force members should individually evaluate the
importance of each goal. Besides the ten member task force, other people in each. of the relevant
populations might be sampled. Again, any procedure should not be so complex that it Would take
longer than a week to ten days to complete.

Many pa have difficulty responding to such general goal statements without clear directions.
A short questionnaire can be used to collect the general goal evaluations. See Appendix A for a
suggested format.

The surveys may be mailed Or handed out and collected at a task force meeting. Mailed surveys'
may require follow-up postcards or phone calls if a high return is desired. A small number of thought-
ful responses from each of the relevant populations, is preferable to a long drawn -out effort to sample
large numbers.

The general goal importance survey can be tabulated for each goalusing the following procedures:

1. Obtain respontes from all eight groups,

2. Compute the group average importance score for each goal,

3.. Enter the average importance score in the goal table (Figure 4).

The group weight would be 1 if all eight groups are considered equal in assessing goal values.
If form groups' opinions are considered more important than other groups, they can be given a weight
of 2. Unless there is a good reason for weighting !ome groups' opinions more than others, it is recom-
mended that all group ratings be weighted equally. For example, the following scores for Goal 1 are
presented in Flure 5.
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4, DOMAIN I:

Goal 1:

General Goal Table

Commu-
Stu- Par- Grad- Drop School Employ- nay

dents ents Adm uates Outs Staff er5 Members

Average Impor-
tance Score

Group Weight (1 or
2) (Optional)

Average Impor-
tance Score ,

Weight (Optional)

G6a1 Value = Same as Above

FIGURE 4

General Goal Table

DOMAIN I:

Goal 1:

Stu-
dents

Par-
ents Adm

Grad-
uates

Drop
'Outs

Commu-
School ,Employ- tidy
Staff ers Members.

Average Impor-
tance Score 3

.

4 2 - 3 3

.

2 4
.

2

Group Weight (1 or
2) (Optional) . 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 -

Average Impor-
tance Score
Weight (Optional) 3 4 2 3 3 2 4 2

Goal Value = 3 + 4 + 2 +3 +3 + 2 + 4 + 2= (23)

FIGURE 5

- Sample Spores for Goal 1, Domain I
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In this example it wls decided that all groups should be weighted equally. The general goals Can
then be ranked using the goal values from highest to lowest. (See Exhibit F for a suggested format.)
At this point, task force judgments have to be made as to which general goals to keep and which, if
any, to drop. Any goals that are rated 1 (not at all important) by most groups might be dropped. ..

. ,

Developing Specifie.Car,eer Guidance Subgoals

...
...

The general goals, judged impOrtant enough for further study, should be put intopore specific
student performance subgoals: Such subgoals will be easier to measure and more easily understood
by both students and adults. Putting trip general career guidance goals into concrete examples is
another test of their local usefulness.

li

Standards of performance, essential in a mcds study, can a established for concrete specific
subgoals. Putting different age level standards and emphases on such goals suggests a developmental
flow of career development needs.

t
For needs assessment purposes, it is helpful to think of describing concrete goals at three levels:

knowledge-

comprehension

application

Knowledge goals include defining terms, 7.ecalling facts, identifying words, etc. Comprehension
goals show understanding, ability to describe something in one's own words, etc. Application goals
show transfer of concepts to new situations and problem solving.

For each of twenty-six general career guidance goals provided in the handbook, three specific .
subgoals have been developed. One of the_three concrete goals represents student knowledge, a second
rej.-neselli., biudeni comprehension, and a third represents student application. Generalgoals and their
constituent specific subgoals for each of the three domains are the following:

Self and Interpersonal Relations Domain
t

1. Assess the relationship of their interests, attitudes, values, abilities, and achievements to the
development and realization of their goals. (General Goal)

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies values and interests. (Subgoal)

b. (Comprehension) The student explains how values and interests influence career
goals. (Subgoal)

a

c. (Application) The student applies self-awareness knowledge to career goal setting.
( Subgoal ) ..

2. Appraise their physical and mental characteristics, the potential for chainge, and app-ily this
knowledge to ,goal setting for life roles.

12
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0,

(Knov ledge) The student describes derieloping mental and physical characteristics.

b. (Cornprehensidn) The studentexplams hov physical and mental skills are coed in
occupational and leisure activities.

c. (Application) The student creates short term physical development goals that support
tentative long-range career goals.

3. Affirm an integrated self-concept based on the integration of environmental and group ex-
periences and individual internal factors.

a. , (Knowledge) The student describes several specific ways in which people differ.
.., 1%

b. (Comprehension) The student explains how a person's self-image is influenced by
experiences. ,

r
c. (Application) The student predicts career planning behavior based-upon a knowledge

of self-iniage.

..0

4. Assess their personal interests, aptitudes, and qualifications in selecting and assuming career
-----' roles.

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies school skills neltded in different occupations.

b. (Comprehension) The student understands the use of standardized tests inself-
I assessment of aptitudes.
1

l'

c. (Application) The student uses a knowledge of abilities and interests in career panning,

5. Characterize their personai attitude and value system.

a. (Knowledge) The student defines a personal value system.

b. ( Comprehension) The student understands the importance of a value system.

c. (Application) The student resolves value conflicts using priorities.

'6. Assess the impact that social relationships, such as those that occur in the home, school,
and community settings, have upon them.

a. (Knowledge) The student describes influential social relationships. .

b.. (Comprehension) The student explains how family and friends influence career and
life style decisions.

c (Application) The student shows self-controlswhile listening to the advice of others

7. Appraise similarities and differences in the attitude and value systems of others in order to
become tolerant in interpersonal relationships. i

a. . (Knowledge) The student describes how people's value systems differ.

13



b. (Comprehension-) The student explains the effects of differing value .systems.

c. (Application) The student forecasts the consequences of different methods of resolv-
inginterpersonal differences.

8. Demonstrate mastery in coping and adjusting to various Settings and situations to promote
positive interpersopal relationships in their darper roles.

a. (Knowledge) The student can describe positive inteopersional relations

b. (Comparison) The student can distinguish between cooperative and competitive
behaviors.

c. (Application) The student demonstrates the effective use of interpersonal communi-
cation.

_

Life Role Domain

1. Appraise the variety, complexity, and ayairability of, occupations in the world of work.

a. ... (Knowledge) The -student describes the number of occupational possibilities.

b. (Comprehension) The student evaluates occupational information resources.

c. (Application) The student demonstrates skills in investigating specific occupations.

2. Appraise the economic benefits and limitations associated with potential occupations.

a. (Knowledge) The student describes the financial gains trona various occupations.

(Comprehension) The student explains Wow supply and demand affects money
rewards from various occupations.

b.

c. (Application) The student demonstrates the ability to evaluate employment offers
on the bz...:s of financial rewards.

3. Judge the ways in which occupations relate to the goals, needs, and functions of society.

(Knowledge) The student describes, how occupations meet human needs.a.

b. (Comprehension) The student demonstrates an ur,4-rstanding of the interdependence
of occupations.

c. (Applicat:A The student 'projects social needs which might be met by specific occu-
pations.

. _
4. Assess the basic characteristics, qualifications, and stages of preparation needed to obtain

and perform in carious occupational roles. .

a. I (Knowledge) The student identifies the performance requirerrients of various occupa-
tions.

14



.
b. (Comprehension) .The student explains how a person "s qualifications relate to several

occupations.

c. (Application) The student evaluates employment application information.

5 Evaluate the relationships of present and anticipated life roles to economic trends found
in the community, state, and nation.

(Knowledge) The student identifies information resources for labor market trends.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains some of the difficulties in predicting labor,
market trends.

c. (Application) The student forecasts labor market trends.

'6. Assess the ways in which personal needs, roles, and goals relate to occupations.

a. (Knowledge) The student iderttifies human needs that can besetisfied through work._

b. (Comprehension) The student explains how an occupation can be a source of satis-
faction or dissatisfaction. .

c. (Application) The student evaivatesoccupational conditions in terms.of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction.

7. Affirm that physical and emotional needs can be met through leisure activities.

a. (Knowledge ,The student recognizes possibleileisure activities.

b. (Comprehension) The student understands that work (occupation) and play, (leisure)
have several things in common.

c. lApplication) The student applies knowledge of leisure activities to the maintenance
health.

8: Dete ine how to plan for and utilize.leisure opportunities.

a. Knowledge) The student recognizes leisure opportunities.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains what to consider in selecting leisure activities.

c. (Application) The student applies knowledge of leisure time use to different life
situations.

9. Assess the relationship between leisure, educational, and occupational pursuits and preferred
life styles.

a. (Knowledge) The student ider;tifies the major characteristics of a given life style.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains how education, work, and leisure influence
each other.

c. (Application) The studeqt relates leisure and work in a simulat.on problem.

15
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' 10. Determine how hie roles may change over time and how interaction takes place betweenmaturation and life roles.

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies a Sequence of life roles.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains life role changes.

c. (Application) The students uses a knowledge of life roles to evaluate changes overtime.

Career Planning and Decision-Making Domain

1. Use the essential skills necessary to gather, organize; and evaluate information for effective
decision-making:

..,
a: (Knowledge) The student can recogniz sources of information for career decision -making.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains the kinds of decision-rriaking information
available from different sources.

c: (Application) he student evaluates decision making information.

2. Use personal and social goals and values in their decision-inaking process.
4 .

.
a. ' (Knowledge) The student describes personal and social goal awareness as a part of the

decision-making process.

b. (Comprehension) The studentexplains how goal setting affects the decision-making
process,

c. (Application) The student evaluates decisions based upon individual goals.

3. Affirm the potential for expanding, life role options as a result of effective deasionmaking.

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies life role options:

b. fComprehension) The student explains how decision-making can increase options.

%c. (Application) The student generates several options in choice situations.

Evaluate their career decisions as they relate to personal values.

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies values and interests.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains how values help determine decisions.
$

c. (Application) The student evaluates career decisions based upon individual values. .

.i

?

5. Accept the responsibilities for their decision making outcomes.

16
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a. (Knowledge)- The student identifies where decisions can be made.

h. (Comprehension) The student explains how decision making skills are used Where
some control is possible.

c. (Application) The student evaluates an tridividual's decision control in various situa-
tions.

6. Consider various pathways available tor.achieving short and long 'arm educational, occupa-
tional, and social goals. _

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies open entry and open exit patterns of school,
work, leisure, and family roles.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains occupational ladders.

c. (Application) The student shows'hoW short- and long-range goals relate to life roles.

7. - Use skills necessary for securing, maintaining, and /or advanc ing in various career pathways.

a. (Knowledge) The student car identify career skills of entry, maintenance, and ad-
vancement.

b. (Comprehension) The student explains occupational pathways.

c. (Application) The student evaluates the types of skills needed for lifelong career
development.

8. Validate that career planning is a continuous process which reflects continual learning in a
changing environment.

a. (Knowledge) The student identifies career planning processes

b. ,(Comprehension) The student explains how career planning is life -long.

c. (Application) The student shows how career planning is needed on an ongoing basis.

It is suggestedlhat the preceding specific subgoals can be used as a starting point for a K-14
.career guidance program. Specifying grade level differences in performance will be explained in the
next section. The needs study task force will want to write specific subgoais for all general goals con
sidered for further study. The specific subgoals should reflect loCal conditions and be identified as
the local .community's goals.

. .

Therelevant preceding goals and subgoals may be adopted with local modifications and adds
tions to save writing time.

,Ranking the Specific Career GilldaliCe

Once the subgoals have been set, the task force members should mdividu,,Ily evaluate the impor-
tance of each. This procedure should alSo be accomplished within a ten day time Ime. Career guidance
subgoals are easier to react to and the task force may wish to send importance surveys to a shiall
sample from each of the eight groups.

,
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Spect Career Guidance Subgoals Importance Survey

The subgoal survey should be tabulated using the same procedures as for the general goal survey.

!"pith the cooperation of math teachers, students can contribute and learn by conducting needed
data tabulation, interpretation, and reporting of needs study data.

At this point judgments must be made by the task force about which subgoals to include in the
measurement of student performance. It m-important also to rank the importance Of the subgoals
to confirm similarities with the general goal rankings as well as to find changed rankings. When gen-
eral goals are brol, en down into more specific performance objectives, relative importance rankings
can change for some goals

A report on career guidance subgoals (see Figure 6) can be useful at this point in publicizing the
needs study ands9aining cooperation for the next phase.'

MEMORANDUM

TO: Students
Staff
Community Residents

FROM: Task Force Chairperson or All Task Force Members

DATE:

RE: Career Guidance Subgoals

Our district's career guidance needs study task force has just completed the first
phase of its work. The following career guidance goals have been judged important
by representatives of students, parents, administration, graduates, staff, employers,
and community members:

Goals

2

3

(List all concrete student performance
goals considered important enough to
measure.)

We will int; '-,tu'lent it_ ,ruing in cater guidance shortly and reporting
,,twient

f VoI-1 hdv qUeStitins, pledse rah

FIGURE 6

Report on Career Guidance Subgoals
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At this point the task tor( e should he cornplimi"ited for Lompletiiiii an anportadr milestone
in the needs study

kii,asurinii Strident Pertorm int P

-- Student perforrnaqce must be assessed on each of the career guidance goals in order to determine
student needs. The most practical assessment method is to construct a test questionnaire Question
naire items should include areas of student knowledue, comprehension, and application Showing

' .how the seventy eight career .guidancv subgo,ds can be measured is presented in Appendix B This
instrument is exemplary and should be modified to address local goals Items could he added, omitted;
rearranged, or rewritten

Theiterns on the questionnaire are generally appropriate for middle school, Junior high school,
or early senior high school students. More difficult items may he needed co challenge older students'
in grades eleven- fourteen and simpler ones for students in the elementary grades. Suggested modifica-
tions appropriate for elementary school students are presented in Appendix D. These modified items
were adopted from the Roseville, Minnesota schools K-4 Career Education Evaluation .8e port, 1973.
The questions may have to be read to the youngest students and to poor readers Young children will
also need wide-spaced lines for marking their answers

While the pencil paper questionnaire is-generally recouiinencled, alternatives far Yipplemental
techniques include

Structured intengev;s,

Str-uctured observation,

Simulation exerciss,

Indirect per forrnance measures, such as school records

In each instance it is Well to keep in mind that student achievement in the attainment of career
guidance goals is being measured Such measurements must be carefully planned and practical to
collect, tabulate,"mterpret, and report

Establishing Grade Lr'vel Stoorhifils of Per fornhim

At this point it is necessary to establish in more detail the grade level standards of performance
The general purposes and goals of career quid:ince have been established, but the specific standards of
what student perform nce should he at any given time are yet to he determined Open discussion of
standards of performance and an of the level of student per forrnani , for a specific
grade or age group are recommended

The folloi.ving is a suge--,cted nroerilire for' establishing standards ot student pert, mance

Deternery? d set i t K 14 (dicer qui,(1,inc'1

2 Determine d Set of qui,,tif)fitutre items N,vith modifications for ttu variute, i,ue Tilde 1(A/els
to he
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3. Deter:nine acceptaL!P and unacceptable responses to the questionnaire items,

4. Administer the questionnaire to the appropriate age/grade levels,

5. Sco 're the items based upon a scoring key,

6. Judge program urgency based on any differences in student performance.

Spiral Spring of Development Goals

The specific subgoalS addressed in each "goal" are developmental over the K-14 age span: Each
of the three domains, twenty-six general goals and seventy-eight siibgoals, repeat or recycle at various
age levels but with different levels of performance. One way of illustrating developmental goals is a
spiral spring (see Figure 7).

Grade Level

14
13
12
11

10
9
8
7

6
5

4
3
2
1

K
Preschool

Spiral Spring of Developmental Goals

Goals

Self and Interpersonal Relations
Life Roles
Career Planning and
Decision-Making

Self and Interpersonal Relations
Life Roles
Career Planning and
Decision-Making

Self and Interpersonal Relations
Life Roles
Career Planning and
Decision Making

FIGURE 7

Spiral Spring of Developmental Goals

1'

/

The spiral shows th2 same basic goals recurring as themes of career development over the K-14
age span Each t.me a goal recurs, however, it is at a higher plane of d veloprnent. The spiral has
already started before school entry and continues through adult life. The,deVelopmentat spiral pro-
vides a framework tor a coordinated career guidance program K-14. Student standards of performance
'or specific grade Iveic vtli need to recognize age and motivation differences.
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Five age and motivation conditions that must be considered in writing grade level quest;onnaire
items include:

Reading comprehension,

Experience based content,

Experience based concepts,

Concepts of time,

Ability to think abstractly.

The breadth and depth of exneriences of a particular age group are important in terms of informa-
tion, motivation, and understanding. For example, third graders may no't be interested in dating
situations as content for decision-making. Occupational choice questions may be remote from many
young or immature students. Urban or suburban situations may be remote from many rural students.
A concept such as destiny control may be difficult to understand, Time perspectives and projections
are more difficult for the younger student, as is abstract thinking.

Studer t Sampling Procedures

Determining which students to assess is a decision that must he made before the questionnaire or
other techniques are selected. It is often not practica: to test every student in a school population.
Therefore, it is important to use a sample that is representative of the larger school population. Com-
mon methods Of selecting student samples include:

Method I All Students

Method II

Eyery student participates in the study. Certainly, this is a representative
sample of the current student population, but sometimes is an impractical
method in terms of time and expense.

Best Guess
.

.%.----_,

Specific classroom or subgroups of students (based on judgment) represent
the larger student population in a specific school or age range.

Method III Mathematical Selection

Students are selected using a random number table or a random counting
procedure. Chance is relied on to cancel out known or unknown influences
that make samples not representative.

It may not be possible to test all students K-12, but if the population is defined as specific sub-
,

groups such as all ninth graders, it may be feasible to test a large percentage. If a subgroup is used,
judgment rpust be made about how much confidence to place in generalizations made to younger and
older students. It may be desirable to include students in several grades, e g., third, eighth, eleventh.

If more than one grade level is sampled, it is important to coordinate the assessment goals The
questions to consider in selecting the number and se of grade levels are.
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. In vie ,t y ars pri,iqrain t it irltle taken place which may have changed student
perfut elan( 3, means you .'illy want to consider more than one
grade I.

Are tit wade program interests in or concerns for change apparent' (Yes, means
you may COP' starting the needs study in those grades )

It is also essary to cons,dur population or subpopulation characteristics that may affect the
assessment re`s'elts Examples of population characteristics that might affect career development
status are age, ,ex, educational experiences, motivation, and reading skills. For example, if one
wanted a representative sample of ninth graders, an all girl or all-boy sample would not be representa-
tive, nor would an all A" or an all "F student sample When the best guess metho4 used, a prior
juugr,ent or "educated guess" about the characteristics of the population being sampled must be
made Quotas of so many boys and so many girls may be established. School districts with more
than one school building may wish to establish a set sample size to be chosen from each building.

Random selet non procedures can be employed to draw a sample of predetermined size from
the larger popplatibn Drawing names from a hat or student numbers from a table of random numbers
are two examp'es. Advocates of this method believe that a sample of 10 to 20 percent of the p,opu-
lation is retires, ntatiw provided the selections were truly random.

Frequent,'" it is desirable to use a combination of sa;-npling methods. For example, quotas of
students to he iirawn from each subpopulation can be establishedsuch as a 15 percent sample of
ninth grade boys'anci girls from two school buildings.

Many VTa', ;;01001S may wish to select a specific grade level or levels and assess all students at
that level Pr.; .-11 sample considerations include

the east' testing entire classeg and grade levels versus random selection procedures,

the tie .nvolveci in determining quotas to get representative samples,

tali' be and expensc of testing, tabulating, and analyzing data from large populations

Pilot Testiiiii histfiimivits

After tht ,ILe?stionnaire(s) or other assessment instrument(s) have been developed for a specific
populationr qr1 id scale pilot test is necessary Pilot testing will help screen items that are unclear
or assess somiemng not intended. Instructions can be refined for clarity and completeness, and
required adlilinistration t ^)r-' can be determined Clear instructions and clearly worded items will do
mucn to impro,ie instrument reliability and student cooperation. The directions for the assessment
instrument shotilti bi as brief as possible and should explain the purpose of the Instrument and how
the results will lie used Explicit instructrons and sample questions and answers are usually helpful
in clarifying afl:,',V2t Intl procedures The assessment coordinator will want to test the instrument and
instructions wit' t'IC fOt(o instrument should then be used with a smaller number of stu-
dents comparable t ti, iy,essment population The field testing might take a semi- structured
interview tor r, larif-sy nactions Any needed changes can easily be made at this point
and W111 save r^ P t mr,)t t",,, Uf Ir110( testing can generally he accomplished in an infor-
mal manner
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Student cooperation in taking the assessment instrument is crtical. Realistic test items and
clear instructions refined through pilot testing will help ensure student effort in completing the test.
The fact that students know how the results wili be used and have Forme confidence in the needs study,
will also increase cooperation.

Developing the Scoring Key

Each instrume developer and some of the field test students should independently check what
they consider to be the correct answer for each item. Each itefn should have a desired or correct
response and an undesired or incorrect score. Some items may have more than one current answer,
but generally it is most practical if all items are given an equal point value. For example, on the
Student Performance Questionnaire, potential answers to the first three questions are identified
below.

1. Describe the following list using v for value, i for interest-, and n for neither.

n

v

v

left handedness

being independent of others

a hobby

things we believe in

a list of what's most important

enjoying an activity

(Note. The desirable or correct response might be scored as having all six choices correctly
labeled. Any other response pattern would be incorrect. Special standards might be applied
for specific populations.)

2. If we know what a person's occupational values and interests are we can

predict what job they should choose

only guess'about their job choice

X estimate a group of possible occupations (jobs)

none of the above

3. Which occupations would likely be selectE.d by someone who strongly values protecting
the environment?

law officer 'auto mechanic

X city planner X forest ranger

X marine t»ologist interior decorator

Any or all choices marked above could be scored as correct
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For each instrument item correct response(s) and a scoring key should be set prior to data
collection.

Data Collectieri

If the assessment instruments have been pilot tested and refined for clarity, administration is
a relatively easy task. Testing in regular classroom settings is ideal. Large group situations with ade-
quate monitor mg is also possible, but it is more difficult. All test administrators and monitors should
be familiar with the purpose and nature of the assessment instrument. Separate answer sheets with
grade level, date, and other necessary population/sample identifications should be used. It is easiest
to group the items by goal area for scoring purposes. Student responses should be anonymous. If

__Dames are needed, students should be reassured that they are not being graded.

-Answer sheets on which student responses can be marked, should be prepared and distributed.
Sample answer sheets using two alternative formats -^ nresented in Figures 8 and 9. One reproduces
the item responses from the instrument. The other the response identification; codes
assigned to each choice. The format adopted should be appropriate for students' abilities and
shMild facilitate data tabulation..

Student Career Development Performance Questionnaire

Answer Sheet
Grade

Date

left handed
being independent of others
a hobby
things we believe in
a list of what's most important
enjoying an activity

predict what job they should choose
only guess about their job choice
estimate a group of possible occupations
none of the above

law officer
city planner
marine biologist

auto mechanic
forest ranger
interior decorator

FIGURE 8

Sample Answer Sheet Using Item Response Options
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1.

2.

3.

Student Career Development Performance QuestionnAre

Answer Sheet

t

a. 021. a.
b. b.
c. c.
d. d. ..-,6'

e. 44
f.. 22. a.

, b.
a. c.
b. d.
c.
d. 23. P.

b.
a. c.
b. d.-
c.

etc. .- . .

Grade

Date

I.

FIGURE 9

Sample Answer Sheet Using Item Response Identifications Only

1

Data Tabulation

I

. . ,

After students have responded to the assessment instrument and their answers have been_collected,
it is necessary to tabulate the data. Initially a tally of correct and incorrect responses should be con-
structed by domain, goals, and item. A sample tabulation sheet is presented in Figure 10.

This item-6y-item tabulation is needed for purposes of item analysis and ongoing revision. For
each goal, a summary figure is needed to represent student performance for that goal.

Secondary students can do the tabulation. The math department could use the tabulating and
analyzing activities as classroom credit work. Accuracy, figuring percentages, graphing, and data cf..
play would be specific learning skills.

25
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Student Career Development Performance Questionnaire:Tabulation Sheet
(samplci size*= 100)

a

Domain I

Goal 1

Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Goal 2

Total

Number of correct
student res onses

A44.**44.d.41 #4/ ksit
7104 )164A Me NA'

IN mid alm ?Pm .##4

total 847 % 841:

incorrect
student res onses

W 14644

total /..r
Au MW 7)W JIB/ 1
Ali AV MY thg. Agi
MI PM INfl
total 70 9,(.32e) total

mv nsv hw
/0/ wsii my

total dYS % 410% total .5:r

total 200 = 66 2/3% total 100

Total number of Total incorrect student
correct responses for responses for items
items 1, 2, & 3 1, 2, & 3

FIGURE 10,

Tabulation Sheet

Comparing Goal Standard's and Actual Performance

Analyzing and Reporting Data

Once the percentagls of students giving desired responses in each subgoal have been tabulated,
a discrepancy (need) chakt should be constructed using totals from the tabulation sheet. The chart
is a useful visual display for reporting results. The Discrepancy (Need) Chart depicted in Figure 11
uses vertical bars to show the percent of correct responses for each subgoal of Domain I.

If Figure 11, two-thirds of the responses to Domain I, Item 1 were deSirable to correct. (See
Tabulation Sheet, Figure 10.) Also depicted are 50 percent correct responses to Item 2 and 30 per-
cent for Item 3. The shortest bars represent the greatest discrepancy for desired performance.
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90'

70

Percent
of correct 50.
Student
Responses 30 a

10

0

Goals

Domain I Domain II Domain III 4
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 etc.. ..

,
FIGURE 11

Discrepa y (Need) Chart: An Example

'Another way to display the data from the Tabulation Sheet (Figure 10) is in a Need Table
(Figure 12). In the need table one would want to look at the upper part of the columns for the
greatest apparent needs in each domain.

Need Table

% of Desirable
Responses

Domain I

J
Domain II Domain III

Below 30% Goal 3

Between 31-50% Go'al 2

Between 51-70% Goal 1

Between 71-90%

Above 90% .

FIGURE 12

Need Table
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Detel-mining and Prioritiling Discrepancies

By graphing the percentages of correct responses by goal, one can more easily identify student
needs. Student performance on each goal is expressed as a percentage correct on a specified number
of questionnaire items. If 100 percent correct is considered the desired student performance, arty
percentage less than 100 is a disCrepancy or student need, One must be careful to determine needs
by subtracting measurements on the'same scale. For example, if student needs are defined as the
difference between desired stuOent performance on a test and actual student performance on a test,
then'

Desired student performance on a test
Actual student performance on a test
Student Needs

Local judgments must be made concerning the number of needs tdwork with in establishing
program goals and objectives. Guidance personnel and the task forceor informal reaction panel
should select a realistic number of the highest measured needs. A quick review of the goals, subgoals,
and questionniiire items may aid in making the selection. Questions that may help include:

.111101
1. Are the highest measured needs really important?

2. What is a realistic expectation for student performancepn each goal?

3. How many student needs can be realistically evolved into grogram gdals?

Once tie student needs have been selected, the urgency of meeting such needs should be dater-
-mined. All relevant'populations shouldparticipate in the rating of needs in terms of urgency. Instruc-
tions and an urgency rating scale for a Career Development Nerds Assessment Survey (Figures 13 and
14) might be used with a representative sample of participants.

At representative a sample as is feasible should 64 surveyed. When possible direct administration
of the Urgency of Needs Survey should be used to maximize returns and cooperation. Natural groups
such as classroom, faculty meetings: and Chamber of Commerce meetings can be used al survey admini-
stration opportUnities. Direct mail, organized phone contact, or house canvassing can also be used to
ensure representativeness of the sample. Large samples are recommended in this phase of the needs
study because identified needs merit widespread reaction and support.

When the Urgency of Needs Survey results have been collected an Urgency of Need Table
(Figure 15) should-be constructed for each domain and need.

Cell entries for the Urgency of Need Table are determined in the following way:

1. Assign weights to each survey item response (e.g., sometimes = 1; before too long = 2;
pretty soon = 3; g'soon as possible = 4; right now = 5).

2. For each item count the number of "sometime," "before too long,' etc. answers for each
group.

3.
Multiply the nornber df responses supplied by each by' the weights (see No. 1 above).
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fl MEMORANDUM

TO: Needs Study Participants

FROM: , Coordinator

DATE:

RE: Prioritizing Career Development Needs

Over the past several weeks our district career guidance needs study has determined a.
list of important student learning goals.

The students' level of performance on each of these goals has been determined. Com-
paring student learning goals with actual performance has given us.a list of needs. At
each step of the process we have received help from students, parentil, school staff,
parents, employers, and other community residents. We are now asking a large
sample from each of these groups to help us determine the urgency with which we
should attempt to meet these student needs. Therefore, you are being asked to
respond to each of the-iterns on the attached questionnaire and return it to

by

Thank you for your cooperation.

FIGURE 13

InstruCtions for Completing Urgency of Needs Survey

Urgency of Needs Survey

Please indicate which of the following groups you represent.

1. Students 5. Drop Outs
6. School Staff

3. Administrators 7. Community Membe,,
'4. Graduates 8. Employers

For the following goal statements please indicate how soon the school should attempt
to achieve each one:

[Note: General goals

2. identified previously
as needs should be

3. listed in random se-
quence as items.]

4.

etc.

Sometime -73-0FirT
too long

Pretty
soon

As soon as
possible

Right
Now

. .

...

r
FI URE 14

Urgency of Needs Survey
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Domain I Stu- Par-
dent ent Adm

Commu-,

Grad- Drop School Employ- nay
uate Out Staff ers Members TOTAL

Average
Urgency Score

Group Weight
(Optional)

Average
Urgency
Score Weight
(Optional),

FIGURE 15

Urgency of Needs Table

Sum'the weighted responses (No. 3) for each group and divide by the number of respond-,
ents in the group. These are the Aver* Urgency scores for each group. Recordittese in
the Urgency-of-Need Table.

Deterrrune group weights. Group weights are 1,.if all eight groups are considered equal in
assessing need values. If some groups' opinions are considered more important than other
groups', they canbe given a weight of 2. Unless there is a good reason for weighting some
groups' opinions more than others, it Is recommended that all group ratings be weighted
equally. Record groups in the Urgency of Need Table.

6. Multiply average urgency score for each group by the groups' weight to obtain the Average
Urgency Score Weighted.

7: Sum across groups the Average Urgency scores (weighted/unweighted) to obtain the Total
Urgency Scores.

Using the Total Urgency Scores (weighted,'if calculated) needs can be ranked from highest to
lowest (see figure 16).

Needs Ranked by Urgency
Need Rank
(Highest to LoWest) Need Statement

1

2

3

FIGURE 16

List ofNeeds Ranked by Urgency
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-Communicairon of Ranked Needs to Participants

After student career guidance needs have been identified and prioritized by urgency, the survey
coordinator and needs study task force should communicate the results to each population group.
Each group should receive the results in understandable terms. Reporting results is reinforcing to
those who cooperated with the needs study and lays thd groundwork for program planning.

A variety of reporting methods to consider include oral and media presentations, special news-
!etters, memos, and newspaper articles. For example, a sample newspaper article is presented in
Figure 17.

I

The school-community career guiddhce nee s study has just been completed.
Student needs were identified through a process of comparing standards of desired
student performance with actual student performance. The following needs were
found to be of high urgency in terms of school programming:

.- 1.

2.

3.

etc.

:

...

FIGURE 17

Sa*mple Newsletter Article

How ma.'iy of the needs to include in the urgency ranking of the report is a matter of local judg-
ment. One might group the results into two or three categories of very high urgency, high urgency,

(

and sorne urgdncy. When the needs study results have been effectively communicated to all relevant
groups, the needs assessment phase of building a comprehensive career guidance program is completed..

.:,
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SECTION III

APPLICATION AND REFERENCFS

This'section of the handbook applies some of the ideas presented in the preceding section to a
.typical (although fictitious) rural schoor-environment. That district, Green Valley, will appear through
the remainder of the handbook as a continuing thread:

The steps taken to pursue a career guidance needs assessment and the documents prepared during
the process are presented. The reader is encouraged to use freely any of the exhibits found herein
without modification

Although the names used in this section are fictitious, hopefully, the situation is representative
enough to spark some practical ideas for local users. We do not present this as a tested or Pest possible

- needs assessment approach, but we do believe it to be a satisfactory plan.

For reader convenience, the needs assessment process has been detailed picto-rially (see Figure 18).
Page numbers indicating parts of this section as they fit into that prodess are shown in the left margin.

In the appendix, detachable forms are available for the rural counselor's use. They are prepared
so that minim.rin adaptation is required.
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Application
Green Valley

Green Valley Junior High School has an enrollment of 160 students. Of that enrollment, fifty-
two students are in the seventh grade, fifty in the eighth, and fifty-eight in the ninth. The school
faculty consists of fifteen teachers and one principal. One of the instructors, D. Appleton, teaches
English in the mornings and serves as school counselor in the afternoon.

The school is located in Green Valley Township, population 2,438, a predominantly agricultural
region. The major products of the area are beef, pork, corn, beans, and milk. In terms of industry,
three bissiness concerns employ most of Green Valley Township's school graduates who do not go
into farming. Those businesses are (1) Model Dairyowned and operated by T. LaSalle, (2) Triedman
Freightmanaged by R. Hoffman, and (3) Johnson Motorsowned and operated by A. Johnson:

Needs Assessment

At the beginning of the 1975-76 school year, D. Appleton conducted a needs assessment. She
wanted to make sure that Green Valley Junior High was meeting the career guidance needs of its
students. Using the twenty-six goals developed for a tural guidance project at The Center for Voca-
tional Education, Columbus, Ohio, the counselor prepared a general goal questionnaire (see Appendix
A) and selected some people from each of the following groups to respond to it.

Group Number of People Selected

Students `Three (one 7th, 8th, and 9th grader)

Employers Three(T. LaSalle, R. Hoffman, and A. Johnson)

School
Administrators Two (P. ThomasPrincipal; B. JamesSuperintendent)

School Faculty Four

School Graduates Four .

Parerits Three

After conferring with P. Thomas and B. James to secure their support and cooperation, D.
Appleton gained the commitment of the teachers and students selected to participate by informally
discussing the purpose and nature of the needs assessment with each one. 16 addition, participating
parents, employers, and graduates were contacted by telephone to gain their assistance.

Next, goal questionnairec were color coded using one color for each of the participating groups,
e.g., parents, faculty, student Self-addressed, stamped returo envelopes were prepared for those
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receiving the questionnaire,by mail. Parent, employer, and graduate goal quettionnaires were the-,
mailed and the remainder distributed by hand.

After one week, D' Appleton, contacted three of the faculty members in person and two parents
by telephone. She explained that some of the questionnaires had not yet been returned and requested
that they compIete and return their questionnaires. Within three days, all questionnaires were returned.

Questionnaire Response Tabulation and Calculation.

D. Appleton contacted C. Houston, the mathematics teacher, and asked that Houston's classes
handle all questionnaire response tabulation and calculation. Appleton was able to convince Houston
of the value of 'laving the math classes perform these tasks as learning activities. Houston agreed and
his classes prepared the materials described below.

Sum of ratings from the General Goal Questionnaire (Exhibit B)

The "Sum of Ratings" shows the totals of responses given by each group for each goal. For
example, the wings of the importance of goal one, given by the three participating students added
to fifteen. Similarly, the ratings of the importanCe of goal cne given by the two participating employ-
ers added to eight.

In some cases, no ratings were given to particular goals. When that happened, Houston's students
put an asterisk by the entry and showed the actual number of ratings in parentheses.

Means from the General Goal Questionnaire (Exhibit C)

After getting the sum of all the ratings, the math classes computed the mean (average) for each
goal by each category of participants. To get the mean ratings, each of the sum of ratings (Exhibit
B) was divided by the number of ratings that had been added to get the sum.

For example, the mean student rating of the importance of goal one was 15 ÷ 3 or 5.00; the
mean student rating for goal two was 6 2 or 3.00; and the mean faculty rating for goal twenty-six
was 20 ÷ 4 or 5.00. After all the means were computed, they were displayed in tabular form (see
Exhibit C).

These mean values were particularly interesting to Appleton since they showed the apparent im-
portance of each goal to the different groups. By looking at the table (Exhibit C), Appleton could
tell, for example, that the students, employers and administrators felt that goal one was very impor-
tant; graduates were more neutral; and faculty and parents thought it to be fairly important.

Goal Ratings Tables from the General Goals Questionnaire (Exhibit D)
. ,

Faced.with the.knowledge that not all the groups were searing the same values, Appleton decided
to weight student responses more heavily than the rest. To get a single, weighted importance rating
for eachgoals, Houston's classes prepared a goal table.*

"Tables for the first seven goals are presented in Exhibit D.
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Each general goal has an individual table. The tables have a row for the means from
the General Goal, Questionnaire, a row for the weights to be used for each group, and a row
for the product of each mean and weight. Below each table is the weighted composite rating of each
goal, the sum of the products.

Since Appleton had decided to allow student opinions to weight more heavily, student ratings
were assigned a weight of two (2) and all other groups were assigned a weight of one (1). Was the
decision to weight all the groups equally, any number (preferably a one) could have been used, pro-
vided all groups received the same weight. In this example, the choice of two for students and one
for-the rest is purely arbitrary. Howe...r, the weights were chosen for ease of computation and be-
cause they allow student opinions to carry as much weight as any other two groups combined.

General Goals Value Chart (Exhibit E) and List of Ranked Goals Values from Highest to Lowest
(Exhibit F)

Knowing that the actual magnitudes of the weighted ratings were not too informative, in and of
themselves, Houston had the math classes prepare a bar graph (GeneralGoals Value Chart, Exhibit
E) showing the relative standing of each weighted rating and a list of the weighted ratings ranked from
highest to lowest (Exhibit F).

After receiving th raph, D. Appleton identified on the chart t*,-, domains from which the goals
came. By looking at the c eted graph, it became obvious.that some of the composite rating goals
are high and some low. 1-he counsel°, then decided to keep the top thirteen goals for further work:
and, for the present, to eliminate the rest.

Although Appleton had succeeded in getting a profile of the most highly valued guidance goals,
the general goals were not specific enough to be operational. to produce a set of valued, operational
career guidance subgoals, the counselor selected two specific subgoals for each general goal and pre-
pared a second goal questionnaire. This new questionnaire was structured like the first, but had more
specific goals to be rated. Appleton selected the specific subgoals from those developed in the Rural
America Series (The Center for Vocational Education, The Center for Stbdies in Vocational and
Technical Education, and Northers Michigan U.iiversity, 1976).

I

...

The cover letter and Subgoal Valuation Questionnaire prepared for establishing the importance
of the more specific subgoals are presented as Exhibit G and Appendix_B respectively, Using the
same procedures and respondents, Appleton repeated the goal valuation process. Theforms used in
the general goal valuation process--Exhibits'B, C, D, and Eare also for the subgoal valuation
process. Thema' ranked subgoal valuations are presented-in Exhibit H. 1

1
Upon completion, Appleton had, in hand, thirteen specific career guidance subgoals that appeared

to be important for Green Valley to pursue. The counselor could now attempt to determine Green
Valley Junior High students' level of achievement on each goal.

Using the thirteen specific career guidance Tie's, D. Appleton developed the Student Question-
.

naire designed to measure Greai Valley Junto, High School students' career guidance goal achievement.
The questionnaire and instructions are shown in Exhibit I. The specific questions in this instrument
were selected from a set contained in the Rural America Series, cited earlier.

Before' administering the questionnaire to all of the students, the counselor gave it to one sev- :
enth, one eighth, and one ninth grade student and asked for their reactions. She hoped to determit2e
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if the language was understandable and to see how long it would take for them to finish. All three
completed the questionnaire within fifteen minutes,and reported that the instructions were clear
and the questions were understandable.

Following a discussion with the principal, P. Thomas, a decision was made to use one homeroom
period for getting student responseS to .the questionnaire. D. Appleton then duplicated 160 question-
naires and distributed them to homeroom teachers. *

The mixt day, D. Appleton used the schools public address system to explain:
..--.

1. the rationale for the survey

2. how that data would be used

3. questionnaire instructions
, ..

She then asked all students to participate in the study. Homeroom teachers collected the results.
After collecting all of the questionnaires, she again called upon the math teacher, C. Houston, for
assistance in data tabulation and computation.

a

Using a scoring key prepared by Appleton and several school faculty, members which indicated
responses totie considered satisfactory, Houston's classes prepared a tabulation of all the responses.

After tallying the responses, percentages of correct responses were calculated. Using these per-
cbritages, Houston's classei then created a bar graph Showing the percent of satisfactory responses
given by students for each question (goal). This graph is presented as the Student Achievement Chart
in Exhibit J.

Using the Student Achievement ChartAppleton created a Student Needs Table (Exhibit K)
showing the status of the specific career guidance.goals in terms of studer.4 achievement. Looking
at the table, Appleton could see that for most of the goals, 50 to 70 percent of the students made
satisfactory responses,

Because she waned to seriously consider the goals with the most critical deficiencies, Appleton
decided to select fo'r further work, those goals with less than 70 percent satisfactory responses. Ac-
cordingly, she prepared the Priorities Questionna re (Exhibit L) containing eleven of the thirteen
important goals (omitting numbers nine and ten) of goal prioritization by, students, employers,
school administrators, school faculty, graduates, and parents.

The results from the Priorities Questionnaire will provide a base for decision-making to charige
Green Valley Junior High School's career guidance program. I:). Appleton, therefore, wanted to in-
clude as many respondents as was practical. She sent the questionnaire to twenty graduates, twenty
parents, and three major employers in the area. Using school records, she chose twenty school grad-
uates making sure that two had been ninth graders over each of the last ten years. She also chose
the parents so that, seven were parents of current ninth graders, seven were parents of current eighth
graders, and six were parents of current seventh graders. Further, she decided to include all of the
school faculty, the principals, superintendent, and forty current studentsfourteen current ninth
graders, fourteen current eighth graders, and-twelve current seventh graders.

Appleton met with B. Thomas to establish a method for administering the Priorities Question-
naires to students and faculty and to advise the principal of the needs assessment progress. Question-
naires were distributed to homeroom teachers. The students and teachers were asked to return
questionnaire responses to the principal's office before going home.
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° Using the same procedures as for goal valuation, D. Appleton sent the questionnaires to the
school administrators, employers, and graduates. After one week, she sent r,dt a follow-up letter
(Exhibit M) stressing the importance of returning the questionnaires. Wit in two weeks, she received
all questionnaire responses. Houston's math classes tabulated and analyzed the responses using the
procedures outlined for goal and subgoa! valuation (see Exhibits B, C; D, and E). The results are
displayed graphically (Exhibit N). Needs Priorities are'ranked from higheit to lowest (Exhibit')).

D. Appleton examined the ranked priorities (Exhibit 0) and concluded that goals 2, 1, 5, 3, 9,'
11, 10, and 6 deserved immediate attention. They had emerged (1) from the valuing process as the
more important, specific career guidance goals, (2) from the determination of needs process as some
of the less well met goals, and (3) from the prioritizing process as the ones most supported for imme-
diate action by persons important to'the school.

To renort the overall outcome of the needs assessment, D. Appleton prepared the Summary
Report of Career Guidance Needs Assessment (Exhibit D). This report was distributed to faculty,
students, and administrators and mailed to participants external to the school.

A working committee composed of students, parents, faculty, administrators, employers, and
graduates was formed to develop a plan of action to help meet the most urgent needs identified from
the needs,assessment.
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Exhibit A

General Goal-Valuation Questionnaire and Cover Letter

/`..........)

Dear

Green ValleyJunior High School
Rt. 2
Green Valley, Iowa
September 25, 1976

Green Valley Junior High School is dying to get some information from parents, employers,
students, teachers, school administrators, and past school students about what our school's career
guidance goals should be. We have some ideas but we do not know which of the goals we have writ-
ten are most important.

Will you please take a few minutes to tell us which of these goals you think are most important?
Once we have your opinion and thosetrof others who are receiving this questionnaire, we can begin to
improve our career guidance program.

You do not have to sign your name. All of your answers will . kept confidential. Please
return the questionnaire to:

Donna Appleton, Counselor
Green Valley Junior High School.
Rt. 2
Green Valley, Iowa

Thank you,

A

c

Donna Appleton
School Counselor

Enclosure: General Goal Valuation Questionnaire
,(See Appendix A)
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Exhibit B

Sum of Ratings from the General Goal Questionnaire AD.

Goat Students Employees
School

Admin'istrators
School
Faculti Geaduates Dropouti Parents

1 15 12 -8 8 10 3
_102 * 6(2) 8 10 9 8

3 12 12 2 12 12 13
4 .8 6 2 19 11 9,5 7 9 5. * 4(3; 10 . 9
6 10 11 ' 6 20 8 9
7 11 10 6 20 9 5
8 9 * 9(2) % 10 16 13 *10(2)
9 14 0 9 8 13- ., 4

10 14 9 7 10 13 3
11 14 9 9 10 6 15
12 * 9(2) 14 . 8 * 9(3) 5 14
13 11 13 8 4 3 3S 14 7 * 3(2) 6 4 * 3(2) 13
15 5 * 3(2) 7 8 * 4(2) 4
16 * 4(1) 4 2 7 ! 3 6
17 3 3 2 7 6 12
18 8 7 10 * 6(2) 12 5
19 8 6 3 18 * 7(2) 3
20 12 10' iliv---Aw 17 '5 6
21 . 12 12 7 18 3 7
22 13 15 5 6 6 8
23 3 * 3(1) 4 5 10 10,
24 14 15 10 5 11 15
25 6 7 2 20 9 14
26 13 10 10 20 10 6

Number of
People Answering 3 3 2 4 3 3

*Denotes missing ratings. A number in parentheses tells the actual number of responses to the goal.

Others



Means from the General Goals Questionnaire

Goal Students EmP1°Yel
School

Administrators
School

Faculty
Graduates

1 5.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.33

2 3.00 2.67 5.00 2.25 2.67

\ 34
4.00
2.67

4.00
2,00

1.00
1.00

3.00
4.75

4.00
3.67

5 2.33 3.00 2.59 1.33 3.33

6 3.33 3.67 .00 .5.00 2.67

7 3.67 3.33 3.00 5.00 3.00

8 3.00 4.50 5.00 4.00 4.33

9 4.t7 3.00 4.50 2.00 4.33

10 4.67 3.00 3.50 2.50 4.33 t

11 4.67 3.00 4.50 250 2.00

12
13

4.50
3.67

4.67
4.33

1
4.00
4.00

3.00
1.00

1.67

14 2:33 1.50 3.00 1.00 1.504

15 1.67 1.50 3.S0 2.00 2.00

16 4.00 1.33 1.00 1.75 1.00

17 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.75 2.00

18 - 2.67 2.33 5.00 3.00 4.00

19 2.67 2.00 1.50 4.50 3.50

20 4.00 3.33 4.50 4.25 1.67

21 4.00 4.00 3.50 4.50 1.00

22. 4.33 5.00 2.50 1.50 2.00

23 1.00 3.00 2.00 1.25 3.33

24 4.67, 5.00 5.00 1.25 3.67

25 2.00 2.33 1.00 5.00 3.00

26 4.33 3.33 5.00 5.00 3.33

I

\..

Dropouts Parents Others
.

_ a

\
l

Is-

1.00
.3.33
4.33
3.00
3.00

f.N7
,5.00
1.33
1.00
5.00
4.67
1.00
4.33
1.33
2.00

.
4.00
1.67
1.00
2.00
2.33
2.67
$.33
5.00
4.67

,--1
2.00

I,

11 s
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Exhibit D

Goal Ratings Tables from the General Goal Questionnaires

Goal Students Employers School
Administratori

School
Faculty Graduates Dropouts Parents

(1) Mean
Weight
Product
Sum of Products

(Goal Value)

(2) Mean
Weight
Product
Sum of Products

(Goal Value)

(3) Mean
Weight
Product
Sum of Products

(Goal Value)

(4) Mean
Weight
Product
Sum of Products

(Goal Value)

(5) Mean

Weight
Product
Sum of Products

(Goal Value)

(6) Mean
Weight)
Product
Sum of Products

(Goal Value)

5.00 4.00 400 2.00 3 33 1.00
2 1 1 1 1 1

10.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.33 1.00

24.33

3.00 2.67 5.00 2.25 2.67 3.33
2 1 1 1 1

6.00 2 67 5.00 2.25 2.67 333

21.92

4.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 4.33
2 " 1 1 1 1 _

1

8 00 4.06---71).0 3.00 4.00 4.33 4

24.33

2.00 1.00 4.75 3.67 3 00
2 1 1 1 1 1

c 34 2 00 1 00 4.75 3.67 3.00

19.76

2 33 3.00 2.50 1.33 3 33 3.00
2 1 1 1 1 1

4.66 3.00 2.50 1 33 3.33 3.00

17.82

3.33 3.67 3.00 5.00 2.67 3.00
2 1 1 1 1 1

6,66 3.67 3.00 5.00 2.67 3.00

24.00

Others
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Exhibit D (Continued)

Goal Students

, -
School SchoolEmployers Graduates DropoutS Parents Others

Administrators Faculty

(7) Mean 3.67' 3 33 3.00 5.00 3.00 1.67

1 1 1Weight 2 ,
1

7.34 3.33 3.00 5.00 3.00 1.67Product

A
to

Sum of Products
(Goal Value) 23.34

0 1 )

r
1



Exhibit E
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Exhibit F

w

r

List of Ranked Values from litliest to Lowest

General Goal

Rank Value Value

.
1 24 29.26

2 8 28.83

3 26 27.32

4 12 27.01

5 11 2Q.34

6 9 24.50

7 1 24.33

8 3 24.33

9 6 24.00

10 20 23.75

11 10 23.67

12 7 23.34

13 - , 21 23.33

14 22 22:33

15 2 21.92

16 18 21.34

11 25 20:00

18 4 . 19.76
.

19 13 18.67

20 . 19 17.84

21 5 17.82

22 14 13.99

. 23 16 15.08

24 . 23 14.91

25
...

15 13.67

26 ' 17 . 10.75

1
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Exhibit G

Cover LetterSubgoal Valuation Questionnaire

Green Valley Junior High School
Rt. 2
Green Valley, Iowa
October 9, 1976

Thank you for helping us decide which of oar general career guidance goals were most impor-
tant. Judging from your responses and from those of other respondents, some of our goals do seem
to be more important than others.

We have chosen the most important ones and written some specific career guidance sub als
for each one. If you will rate these as Au did the more general goals, we will be able to deci e which
specific subgoals are most important. This will allow u . to-more fully understand your concerns and

, improve,Gur guidance program.

Please take a few minutes to tell us which of the subgoals you think are most'important. You
do not have to sign your name. All of your answers will be kept confidential.

P.S. Please use the enclosed self-addressed,
envelope to return your answers. . .

Enclosure: Subgoal Valuation Questionnaire
(See Appenaix B)

Thank you,

4964169L)
D. Appleton
School Counselor
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Exhibit.H

I`:

List of Ranked Subgoals
from Highest to Lowest

Rank

fr

_e

,

Specific Subgoal Value

1 3 29,66

2 18 28.16

3 13 i 28.08

4 . 15 26.50

5 5 26.34

6 12 70.00

7 17 25.74

8 14 25.33

9 4 25.32

10 24 24.58

11 9 24.08

12 19 24.00

13 10 23.00

14 26 22.49

- 15 21 22.42

16 , 25 21.50

17 8 21.17

18 22 20.67

19 6 20.50

20 11 20.09

21 1 19.34

22 20 19.17

23 7 18.92

24 23 18.50

25 2 18.25

26 16 14.67
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Exhibit I .

Student Questionnaire

Introduction

This questionnaire is to Lip the school find out how well it is meeting its career guidance goals.
Please take a few minutes to give the best answer you can give to each of the questions.

The answers you give are yery important since they will help the school decide if the guidance
program is meeting your needs. Remember, this is not a test. You will not be given a grade. We do
not even want you to put your name on the paper.

Instructions

Read each question carefully Follow the answering instructions given for etch question. Take
our time and do your best work.

' .
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Exhibit I (Cont.)

1.

2.

Check
might

1.

2..

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The

Student Questionnaire

the possible reasons fcr the following ways that people are different:
apply)

Heredity Experiences

1

Height

Interests

Appearance

Goals r

AOievaments

.,..

Skills

Values

we see ourselves is mainly the result of: (check all that are correct)

eredity

Experience

What others expect of us

Physical appearance

Fate

Abilities

Ideals

(check all that
s

Nutrition

1

...- 3. Check the following statements as to how strongly-you agree or disagree with the statement.
t

1. ,h of us has only a few
-ople who are important

ur lives.

2. The only important people
in our life are family members.

3. As we get older our friends,sj
influence us more.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree

55
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Exhibit I (Cont.)

4. Getting along well with other students or co-workers means: (check all right answers)

5.

Being honest Giving suggestions when asked

Always being polite Alvfays giving a good-impression

Avoiding criticism Being cheerful no matter what

Never disagreeing

Secrecy

Threats and bluffs -

Compromise and negotiation

Two way communication

Division of labor

Cooperative Competitive
Behaviors Behaviors

6. The best source of information on general requirement.; for occupations is: (check one)

Classified ads

Dictionary ofj)ccupational Titles

/ Friends and relatives

State employment set vice

(

7. In looking at short term money rewards of various jobs put a ( +) by those things that increase
money rewards and a () by those things that subtract from the paycheck.

income taxes Cost of living raises

Health insurance Inflation

Sales tax Pension

Stock options Social Security

Union dues Merit raises
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Exhibit I (Cont.)

8. Study the following graphs showing the past and predictediuture supply and demand of workers
for two occupations.

300,000
workers

200,000
workers

100,000
workers

300,000
workers

200,000
workers

100,000
workers

5 years
ho now 5 years

from now

5 years
ago

ow 5 years
from now

Occupation A.

Occupation B

Now answer the following questions: (check all that are correct)

It's easier now to get a job in Occupation A.

11 the future both occupations will be about equally difficult to find jobs in.

Five years ago it was easier to get a job in Occupation A.

Employers in Occupation A will likely decrease requiremerits in the next five years.
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exhibit 1 (Cont.)

9. List all the human.needs served by someone who does a good job in the, following occupations:

Occupation Recognition Shelter Food Safety Health

Plumber

Bus Driver

Cake Decorator

Floritt

<1"Carpenter

News Reporter

10: Check the correct qualifications for the following occupations:

Occupation

Salesperson
Physical Coordination

Art Skills

Clerical Skills

Matt Skills

Speaking Skills

Essential Useful Not Usually Needed

Mechanical Skills

Listening Skills

11. Because of abilities, talents, and interests each person is best suited for:

One single occupation

Most Occupations

group Of occupations

Any occupation of interest
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Exhibit I (Cont.)

12. Listed below are several actions that might be taken to arrive at a decision. Indicate for each
action whether or not you think that the actior is part of a good decision-making process by
circling Yes or No.

1. Stating the goal one expects to achieve. Yes No

2. Waiting to see if the problem solves itself. Yes: No

3. "Gathering information about the decision. 'Yes No

4. Checking with friends to see what they would do. Yes No

5. Listing the possible choices that could be made.' Yes No

6. Asking your parents to decide for you. Yes No

7. Ripping acom (Heads I do one thing, tails another Yes No

8. Studying the possible results of each choice ,,,Yes No

9. Setting new goals as changes happen. Yes No

13. What are the most likely conditions for moving between the following occupations? Put the
number of the correct answer in the blank.

1. Good work record 2. On the job training 3. 1-2 years of more education
4. 3 or more years of more education

Licensed practical nurse to registered florae'!"

Registered nurse to doctor

Repair mechanic to heavy equipment operator

Teacher's aide to teacher

Ambulance driver to paramedic

File clerk to secretary

Teacher to principal
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Exhibit J

%

Satisfactory
Responses

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

`Questions

**Subgoals

Goal

Domain

Student Achievement Chart

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

3 4 5 9 10 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 24

L3 3 6 8 81 i 1 2 2 3 4 41 L27....§
I 1

1 II III

*Numbered as on Student Questionnaire (Exhibit M)

**Numtpred as on Specific Subgoals Questionnaire (Exhibit G)
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Exhibit K

Student Needs Table

Percent
Satisfactory
P- sponses

Domain

1 2

Below 30 2

Between 30-50 1 7

lotween 50-70 3, 4, 5 6, 8, 11 - 12, 13

Between 70-90 9, 10 --
Above 90
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Exhibit L

Cover Letter for Priorities Questionnaire

Green Valley Junior High School
Rt. 2
Green Valley, Iowa .

October 25, 1976

Dear

,
Our school hay recently completed some surveys to identify some of the more iriiportant career

guidance needs of our students. We would now like to be able to decide which of those needs should
be addressed first.

If you will respond to the enclosed short questionnaire, you will help us a great deal. When you
are finished, please return your responses in the enclosed envelope to the school counselor. Your
answers will be kept strictly confidential.

1

Thank you,

4Q, 421gegheit
D. Appleton
School Counselor
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Exhibit L (Cont.)

Priorities Questionnaire

Several career guidance needs have been identified at our school following a survey of student
achievement of important career guidance goals. We know that- some changes should be made in our
guidance programs to meet those needs. However, we do not know which of the needs should be
met first. If you and others will answer this short questionnaire, we will be able to decide.

. :.,

1).

INSTRUCTIONS

Use this scale to tell us how quickly the school should do something about each need.

1 2 3 4 5
Sometime Before too I Pretty I As soon as 'Right Now I

Long Soon Possible

EXAMPLES

Need Rating

1. Too many/sib erns are unable to list at least five skills they will
need for empl yment.

If you think that this need should be addressed right now, you would put a 5 in the blank. If
you think that the school should address the need s?metime, you would put a 1 in the blank. If you
think that the school should try to meet the need pretty soon, put a 3 in the blank. If before too long,
put a 2. If as soon as possible, put a 4.

PLEASE USE THIS SCALE TO RATE EACH, OF THE STUDENT NEEDS LISTED ON THE NEXT .
PAGEffill
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Exhibit L (Cont.)

.
2 3 4 5

Sometime 'Before too I Pretty lAs soon as [Right Now
Long Soon Possible

Needs

Too few students can: -

1. Describe several.specific ways in which people differ.

2. Explain how a person's self-image is influenced by experience.

3. Describe influential social relationships.

4. Describe positive interpersonal relationships.

5. Distinguish between cooperative and competitive behaviors.

6.. Evaluate between cooperative and competitive behaviors.

.

7. Describe the financial gains from various occupations.

,
Rating,

8. Explain how supply and demand affects money rewards from
various occupations.

9. Exprain how a person's qualifications relate to several occupations.

10. Describe personal and social goal awareness as a part of the career
decision-making process.

1 -1. Explain occupational ladders.

,
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Exhibit M

Dear

l

Follow-Up Letter for Needs Prioritization

6 ,

Green Valleit Junior High School
'Fit. 2
Green Valley, Iowa
November 1, 1976

On , 19 , our school sent out a short questionnaire to
some persons whose opinions are very important to us. Unfortunately, some of the questionnaires
have not been returned yet.

If you forgot to answer yours, please take a few minutes to do so now. We really do need yo
help. If you need a new form, call us and a new one will be sent out immediately. If 'you have already
sent your answers-to us, please disregard this letter and accept our gratitude for your contribution
toward making our school a better place for our students.

Sincerely,

-D. Appleton
School Counselor
(Phone: 486-3655

I.,
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Exhibit N

30

25
-4-

%. -1-
V -+-

-4-
A 20 ....ril

L

7
U

15
E

S

10

5

*Need
I

**Subgoals
V-

Goal

Chart of Need Priorities

1 2 3 4

13 41 5 19

I

t
1 3 6

1

Domain I

5 6 7

101 12 03
I I

8 11 i 2

*Numbered as shown on Priorities Questionnaire (Exhibit L)
*Numbered as on Specific Subgoals Questionnaire (Appendix 8)

p.
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Exhibit 0

List of Ranked Need Priorities
from Highest to Lowest

(

GENERAL GOALS CORRESPONDING SUBGOALS

.

Rank

General
Goal

Number

.

Values
Subgoal
Number*

General
Goal

Number Domain

1 2 25.75 4 3 I

2 1 25.42 3 3 I

3 5 24.75 10 8 I ..

4 3 23 17e 5 6 I

5 9 20.97 18 4 ' I I

6 1 1 20.84 24 6 I I I

7 10 20.59 19 2 I I I

8 6 20.17 12 1 I I

9 7 16.49 13, 2 I I

10 4 16.06 9 8 I

11 8 15.38 14 2 I I

4

*Subgoals are numbered as on the Subgoal Questionnaire.
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Exhibit P

Summary Report of Career Guidance
Needs Assessment

As the result of the recent career guidance needs assessment at Green Valley Junior High, the
following specific career guidance subgoals have emerged as the ones that were least well met and
most highly rated for immediate attention:

1. The student can explain how a person's self-image is influenced by experiences..
2. The student can describe several, specific ways in which people differ.

3. The student cln-'distinguish between cooperative and competitive behaviors.

4. The student can describe influential social relationships.

5.. The student can explain how a person's qualifications relate to several occupations.

6. The student can explain occupational ladders.

7. The student can describe personal and social goal awareness as a part of the career decision-
making process.

8. The student can evaluate occupational information resources.

Teachers are encoraged to do what they can within their classrooms to foster student achieve-
merit in these and closely related areas. In the very near future, a task f9r..ce of teachers, students,
parents, employers, and administrators will be formed. This task force will work to generate alterna-
tive ways to help Green Valley studrt'srlach these goals. If you are interested in working on this
endeavor, please contact the school counselor, D. Appleton.
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APPENDICES

These appendices contain general forms for consumer use. These forms will allow the user to
conduct a local career guidance needs assessment with very little time expended in form preparation..
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Dear

Our school is trying to get some necessary information from 'parents, employers, students, teach-
ers, scTooradministrators, and past school students about what our school's general career guidance
goals should be. We have some ideas but We do not know which-of the goals we have written are most
important.

Will you take a few minutes to tell us which of these goals you think are most important? Once
we have your opinidn and that of others who are receiving this qW4ionnaire, we'can begin to improve
our career guidance program.

to
You do not have to sign your name. All of your answers will be kept confidential. Please return

Name

School

Address

\

Thank you,

School Counselor
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General Gdal Valuation Questionnaire

INSTRUCTIONS

Please indicate how important you think each of the general career guidance goals printed below
are for the students in our school. Do this by writing the number corresponding to the position on
this scale that bast describes your opinion of the importance of the goal.

1 2 3 4 5
Not at all Of some Very

Important Importance Important

EXAMPLE

Goal

1. The students know what career they are going to take up by the end
of their ninth grade year.

Rating

If you think that this goal is very important, you would put a 5 in the blank. If you think that
this goal is not important at all, you would put 3 1 in the blank. If you think the goal is of some
importance, you would put a 3 in the blank. Use a 2 if you think the goal is just a little important.
Use a 4 if you think the goal is more than some but less than very important.
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Scale
I Not et all

1

Important

Goals

Students can

Of some I

Importance

2 3 4 5
Very

Important

1. Assess the relaticnship of their interests, attitudes, values, abilities, and
achievements to the development and realization of their career goals.

2. Appraise their physical and mental characteristics, the potential for
change, and apply this knowledge to goal setting for life roles.

3. Affirm an integrated self-concept based on the integration of environ-
mental and group experiences and individual internal factors.

4. Assess their personal interests, aptitudes, and qualifications in selecting
and assumi,ig career toles.

5.. Characterize their personal attitude and value system.

6. Assess the impact that social relationships such as those that occur in
the home, school, and community settings have upon them.

7. Appraise similarities and differences in the attitude and value systems
of others in order to become tolerant in interpersonal relationships.

8. Demonstrate mastery in coping and adjusting to various settings
and situations to promote positive internersonal relationships in
their career roles.

9. Appraise the variety, complexity, and availability of occupations
in the world of work.

10 Appraise the economic benefits and limitations associated with
potential occupations.

11. Judge the ways in which occupations relate to the goals, needs,
and functions of society.

12. Assess the basic characteristics, qualifications, and stages of prepara-
tion needed to obtain and perform in various occupational roles.

13. Evaluate t" relationships of present and anticipate life roles to
economic trt..ch found in the community, state, and nation.

14. Assess the ways in which personal needs, roles, and goals relate
to occupations.

4
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Goals Rating

15. Affirm that physical art emotional needs can be met through leisure
activities.

16. Determine how to plan for and utilize leisure opportunities.

l17. Assess the relationship between leisure, educational, and occupa,
tional pursuits and preferred life styles.

18. Determine how life roles may change over time and how °f-
action takes place between maturation and life rc'es.

19. Utilize the essential skills necesisary to gather, organ e, and
evaluate information for effective decision-making.

20. Utilize personal and social goals and values in their decision-making
process.

21. Affirm the potential for expanding their life role options as a result
of effective decision-making.

22. Evaluate their career decisions as they relate to personal values.

23. Accept the responsibilities for their decision-making outcomes.

24. Consider various pathways available for achieving short and long
term educational, occupational-, and social goals.

25. Utilize the skills necessary for securing, maintaining, and/or advancing
in various career pathways.

26. Validate that career planning is a continuous process which reflects
continual learning in a changing environment.

IN,

a
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Dear

Thank you for helping us decide which of our general career guidance goals were most impor-
tant. Judging from your responses and from those of other respondents, some of our goals do seem
to be more important than others.

We have
)

chosen the most important ones and written more specific career guidance subgoals for
each one. If you will rate these as you did the more general goals, we will be able to decide which
specific subgoals are more important. This will allow us to more fully understand your concerns and
improve our guidance.

Please take a few minutes to tell us which of the subgoals you think are most important. ,You do
not have to sign your name. All of your answers will be kept confidential.

Thank you,

School Counselor

P.S. Please return ;our answers in the enclosed self envelope.

4,, 81
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Specific Subgoal Questionnaire

INSTRUCTIONS

Please indicate how important you think each of the specific career guidance subgoals printed
below are for the students in our school. Do this by writing the number corresponding to one of
the positions on this scale that best describe your opinion of the importance of the goal.

1 2 3 4 5
Not at All Of Some 1 - Very
Important Importance Important

EXAMPLE

Ggal

1 The students can list five skills they will need,for employment.

Rating

If you think that this goal is very important, you would put a 5 in the blank. If you think /that
this goal is not important at all, you would put a 1 in the blank. If you think the goal is of solne
importance, you would put a 3 in the blank. Use a 2 if you think the goal is lust a little important.
Use a 4 if you think the goal is more than some but less than very important.

S
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Scale
I_ 1 I 2 1 3 1

4 1 5

I Not at All I I Of Some I I Very
Important Importance Important

Subgoals Rating

1. The student can iientify values and interests.

2. The student can explain how values and interests influence career goals.

3. The student can 'describe several specific ways in which people differ.

4. The student can explain how a person's self-image is influenced by
experiences.

5. The student can describe influential social relationships.

6. The student can explain how family and friends influence career and
life style decisions.

7. The student can describe how people's value systems differ.

8. The student can explain the effects of differing value systems.

9. The student can describe positive interpersonal relationships.

10. The student can distinguish between cooperative and competitive
behaliiors.

11. The student can describe the number of odcupati al possibilities.

12. The student can evaluate occupational inform ion resources.

13. The student can describe the financial gain from various occupations.

14. The student can explain how supply and demand affects money
rewards for various occupations.

15. The student can describe how occupations.meettiuman needs.

16. The student can demonstrate an understanding of the interdependence
of occupations.

17. The student can identify the performance requirements of various .
occupations.

18. The student can explain how a person's qialifications relate to.
several occupations.

19. The student can describe personal and social goal awareness as a part
of the career decision-making process.
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Goals Rating

20. The student can explain how goal setting effects the decision-making
process.

21. The student can affirm the potential for expanding ljfe role options as
a result of effective decision-making.

22. The student can explain how decision-making can Increase options.

23. The student can identify open entry and open exit patterns of school ,

work, leisure, and family roles.

24. The student can explain occupational ladders.

25. The student can identify career planning processes.

26. The student can explain how career planning is life long.
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r
STUDENT CAREER DEVELOPMENT.
PERFORMANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

Self and Interpersonal Relations Domain i

Grade

Date

Goal 1. Assess the relationship of their interests, attitudes, values, abilities, and achievements
to the development and realization of their career goals.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student identifies values and interests.

Item 1. Describe the following list using v for value, i for interest, and n for neither.

left handedness

being independent of others

a hobby .

things we believe in

a list of what's most important

enjoying an activity

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how occupational values and interests
influence career goats.

Item 2. If wa know what a person's values and interests are we can.

predict what job they should choose,

only guess about their job choice,

estimate a group of possible occupEtions (jobs),

noire of the above.
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Subgoal (Application) The student applies self-awareness knowledge to career goal setting.

Item 2. Which occupations would likely be selected by someone who strongly
values protecting the environment?

...

law officer

city planner

marine biologist

auto mechanic

forest ranger

interior decorator

Goal 2. Appraise their physical and mental characteristic:, the potential for change, and apply
this knowledge to goal setting for life roles.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student describes developing Mental and physical characteristics.

Item 1. Describe the following as Omer physical (P) or mental (M) qualities and
check those that can be changed. Put either P or M by each trait and check
the appropriate box.,

Can be changed ,
P or M Much Some Little

r

Coordination
/

Memory J
Use.of hands

Endurance

Strength

Thinking Speed

Weight

Color Vision
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Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how physical and mental skills are used inoccu-

pational and leisure activities.

Item 2. Indicate how the following qualities would be used in the following occupations
or activities.

V Very Important
S Sometimes Important
R Rarely Important

1. Truck Driver V

S

R

2. Fire Fighter V

S

R

3. Rodeo Performer V

S

R

4. Librarian V

S

R

5. Nurse V

S

R

6. Fashion Designer V

S

R

7. Bowler 1 V

S

R

8. Tennis Player V

S

R

9. Gardener V

S

R

89
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Subgoal (Application) The student creates short term physical development goals that support
tentative long-range career goals.

Item 3. Lee, a high school student, would like to plan a life style which includes a
great deal of physical activity. Lee is a good physical education student
!kW participates in volleyball, basketball, and track.

How would you advise Lee?

Concentrate on going into
professional sports.

Look into several career
possibilities.

Consider leisure sports
activities.

Try out for a pro team to
see if skills are good enough.

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

Goal 3. Affirm an integrated self-concept based on the integration of environmental and group
experiences and individual internal factors.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student describes several specific ways in which people differ.

i

r 4

Item 1. Check the possible reasons for the following ways that people are different:

CHECK ALL THAT MIGHT APPLY

1. Height

2. . Interests

3. Appearance

4. Goals

5. Achievements

6. Skills

7. Values

90
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Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how a person's self-image is influenced by

experiences.

Item 2. The way we see ourselves is mainly the result of:

CHECK ALL THAT ARE CORRECT

Heredity

Experiences

What others expect of us

Physical appearance

p

Fate

Abilities

Ideals

Subgoal (Application) The student predicts career planni'ng behavior based upon a knowledge

of self-image

Item 3. Read the following counselor-student interview:

Counselor.: "What are your plans for after high school?"

Student: "I'm confused,.my parents want me to go into their real
estate business, but I can't see myself doing that I'm an
above average student and I work hard, but I want to be
a success on my own."

Describe the student's career planning activities:

1. Take a part-time job
in real estate.

2. Leave home after
graduation.

3. Select an occupation
soon.

4. Enroll in a tectrical
or trade school.

40
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Gk.-, 4. Assess their personal interests, aptitudes, and qualifications in selecting and assuming
career roles.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student identifies school skills needed in different occupations
av"

4Ce

Item 1.: Rate the need for the Mowing skills for each occuriation:

Occupation Skill
Ust d Used Used
Much Some Little

Newspaper
Reporter Reading

Writing

Speaking

Auto
Mechanic Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening

Florist

Lawyer

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening

z

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student understands the use :Jf standardized tests in self-assessment
of aptitudes.

Item 2. Standardized aptitude tests can best help students determine:

CHECK ALL CORRECT ANSWERS

1. Values

2. Difficulty of future activities

3. interests

4. Personality

5. Skills
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Subgoal (Application) The student uses a knowledge of abilities and interests in career planning

Item 3. Each person, because of abilities and interests, is best suited for:

one job

most jobs

Alternative

a group of jobs

any job of interest

Item 4. Lee has two years of technical education beyond high school and a year of
successful sales work experience. High school activities included debate and

working on the Considering Lee's background, check hoW you
vould evaluate Vilifications for the following occupations.

. .

Over Not Not Enough
Qualified Qualified Qualified Information

Electronic
Technician

Bank Messenger

Car Salesperson

Elementary School
Teacher

Goal 5. Characterize their personal attitude and value system. )

ubgoat (Knowledge) The student defines a personal valve system .S .

Item 1. Check the items that describe a personal value system.

A set of beliefs we hold

Motives for behavior

A set of interests

A ranking of what is important to you

Being independent and secure

A set of ideals
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Subgoal (Comprehension) The student understands the importance of a value system.

Item OurOur values influence:

CHECK Allytta_APPLY

Choice of friends

Choice of careers r? )

Choice Of leisure activities

Conflict within our4lves

Conflicts with other people

Ideals

\_.

Usually Sometimes Rarely

Interests

Subgoal (Application) The student resolves value conflicts using priorities.

Item 3. 'A student decides to speak out against the teasing of ar(unpopular student
by several popular students This action 'results in the student losing a student
council election. Check the values that were in conflict Shd rank them as the
student did by his /her actions.

."-

#.4

Power and Influence

Beauty

Security

Money

Helping others

Knowledge

94
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Goal 6. Assass the impact that social relationships such as those that occur in the home, school,

and community settings have upon them.

Subgoal (Knowledge) .The student describes influential social relationships.

Item 1. Check the following statemen o how strongly you agree with the

statement.

Each of us has only a few
people who. -e important
in our lives.

The only important people
in our lives are family
member's.

As we get older our friends
influence us I. ni I.

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

Subgoal (Corrfprehension) The student explains how family and friends influence career and

life style decisions.

Item 2.. Check the following statements as to how strongly you agree or disagree

With the statement.
.

Strongly .
Strongly

Agree Agr Disairee Disagree ,

1ft .
. t

% ' People influendi us mainly_
by telling us whet to do.

We usually know how other
people are influencing us.

4.

We usueilly are influenced
most by periple we admire.

We loose our self-control
if we listen to others.

4",
4

a
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. .
whileSubgoal (Application) The student shows self-control hile list to_the advice of others.

.
N'. . c

item 3. You are undecided about taking 'art or'music as an elective in school next
ar. Check what things you stiould.considcr and rank them in order of

imrortance.

Order of
IMportance

Parent s advice

The act teacher's description of the course

%Friends who have taken the music course

Things to .'
Consider

,yes no

yes . no

yes. no

Counselor's advice yes no-..
.

. An artiit's neighborks advice° 4' yes no

Goal,7. Appraise sirnilaritiqs and aiff.,ierices in the attitude and value systems of others in order
ta become tolerant iri interp rsonal relationships:_,

Subtlftral (Knowledge) The studept descrlbes-fiOw people's value systems differ.

Rein 1. PeOple's ideas of right an&wrdngare:

Nev.& the same

Sometimes the same

- Often the same

Usually the same

A

Subgoal '(Comprehension) The student explains th.e effects of differing value systems.

Itemt. That people' are different in what they believe indicates that.

CHECK ALL RIGHT ANSWERS

People sometimes do not understand each other,

People make decisions Jor different reasons,

People cannot get along much of the time,

People should pretend to agree to avoid fighting.
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Subgoal (Application) The studTt forecasts the consequences of different methods of resolving

interpersonal differences. ,

fit

Gdal 8.

Item 3. bcinflicts between people oftenyesuit from:

CHECK ALL RIGHT ANSWERS

Seeing everything as either all right or all wrong,

,,,,,,
Lookingat how the other person sees things,

0
Not talking directly to the other person,

Listening to the other person.

i

N

Demonstrate mastery in coping and adjusting to various settings and situations to
promote positive interpersonal relationships in their career roles. , -

,---- At

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student cap describe positive interpersonal relationships.

-4

CHECK AL L RIGHT ANSWERS

-1-
...

''.-.......,,....

Being honest,

Always being polite,

Avoiding criticism,

,
Never disagreeing, .

. .. ...
GiVing suggestions Ahen asked,

s.

Always 9iving a good impression,

Being cheerful no matter what.

t
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Subgoal (ComprehensionY The student can distinguish between cooperatiye and competitive
, 'behaviors.

a

e

Indicate the behaviors which are coop erative and which` are competitive.

Cooperative Competitive
fiehaviors Behaviors

Secrecy

Threats and Bluffs

Compromise and Negotiatir-

Two-. tvay communication

r. of labor 41-

"V

Subgoal (Application) The student demonstrates the effective use of interpersonal
communication. ,

i
Item 3. Jane wants to be a "gocd listener" so whenever her parents are speaking

`stie should*

I

CHECKALL RIGHT ANSWERS

I

Agree as much A possible,

CJieck out what she thiktks her parents said,

Respond by word orsgesture to what was said, -

Not reveal her opinions,

Keep her parents talking as much as ptissible.

4
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Life Role Domain

1

to

... ,- .

Goal 1. Appraise the variety, complexity, and availability of occupations in the wosld of wbrk,f

Subgoal - (Knowledge) 'he student describes the number of occupational post lities.

Item 1. The number of different occupations in the United.States is:
4 V

t

a. Decreasing
._._

b. About 5,000 - 10,000
.._

c. About 10,000 - 15,000

d. More than 20,000

, ..

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student evaluates occupational information resources.

. 4

Item 2. The best sources of information on general requirements for occupations are
. e

CHECK ONE

....1111..1. I

1

Classified ads
t

Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Friends and relatives

State employment services
. %

- ..

d. '
Subgoal (Appleairon) The student demonstrates skills in investig4ting specific occifpations.

.
. Item 3. Lee, @ ninth grtder, would like to leiarn more about requirements and job

opportunities in the field of police work: Rate the following resources that

Lee could'use:,

o

Fictional stories about police officers

Engli.sh teacher'

Parents \I('i
-Counselor

,Newspaper want ads

Lists of college subjects and classes available

Talk with a law officer

99
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Goal 2. Appraise'the economic benefits and limitations associated with potential occupations..
.1

' Subwal (Knowledge) The student describes the financial gains from various occupations"
i

Item 1. In. taking at short term vioney rewards of various jobs, put al+) by those
things that increase money rewards and a () by those things that subtract
from the paycheck.

Income taxes A Cost of living raises

1-lealth insurance Inflation

Sales tax Pension

Stock'options SoCial Security

Union dues Merit raises

1
Subgoal .(CompreherIsion) The student explains how supply and demand affects.moriey rewards

from various occupations. ..,-,
. ,c

Item 2. Study the following graphs showing the past and predicted future supply and
demand of workers for two occupations.

a

. 300,000
workers

200,000
workers

100,000
workers

300 60C
workers

wtk0,000

ers

100,000
workers

5 years ago noir

- Occupation A

5 years from now

44

Occupation B

5 years ago now r ^lts frQm now ' 4
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Now answer the fDllowingque$tions CHECK ALL THAT ARE COF)RECT

It's easier now to get a job in Occupation A.

In the future both occupations_will be about equally difficult to find jabs in.

Five years ago it was easier to get a job in Occupation A.
N

Employers in Occupation A will likely decrease.wages in the next five years.

Employers in Occupation A will likely increase requirements in the next five

years.
r

NIP

,

Subgoal (Application) The student demonstrates the ability to evaluate employment offers on

the basis of financial rewards.
. t, .

. .

.
Item 3. I.,jst below are several job characteristics. Using the codes provided, identify

the ost impo -tant outcome of each job characteristics.

FS' financial security
SA salary advancement
LC lower living costs .

' .1

Rural or small town locafion

Cost of living clause.
..,

Employer paid training programs

'el

, ..

Promotion policies

Health insurance (***

I

. -1

Goal 3. Judge the ways in which occupations relate to the goals, needs, and functions of
,

society.
-

Subgoal (Knowledge) The studerlt describes how occupations meet human needs.

item 1. Check all the human needs served by someang whcdoes a goqd job in the

. following occupations:

Occupation Recognition

Plumber ,

`
Bus Driver

Cake Decorator
,

Florist

Carpenter

News Reporter

.

0

0

Shelter Food Safety Health

101
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Subgoal (Comprehension) The student derrenstrates unders tandind of the interdependence
of occupations.

4.

Item 2. We depend on the goodyvork of truck drivers and mechanics as-we do
doctors and lawyers.

,

Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree

Agree Neutral Disagree

Subgoal (Application) The student projects social nee& which might be met by specific
occupations.

Item 3. Fqr the following list of iety's needs check all occupi.ional fields
that can be very impprt fin meeting such needs..

Society's Comniu- Entertain- Engin Eib ring &
Needs F Education nie.ation ment/Arts Agficulture Technology

Energy

Pollution

. Aging
Cities

Senior
Citizens

Health

. Racial
Conflict

Drug
Abuse

I.
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Goal 4. Assess the basic. characteristics, qualifications, and stages of preparation needed to obtain

and perform-in various occupational roles.

aggoal (Knowledge) The student identifies'the performance requirements of various

occupations. /
/

Item 1. Check the correct qualifications for the following occupations.
/

0.xupation Essential Useful Not Usually Needed

Sates Person

4

Physical Coordination

Art Skills
Clerical Skills

Math Skills..,

Speaking6kills

Initiative
Mechanical Skills

Listening Skills

Dentiit

Physical Coordination

Art Skills
Clerical Skills

Math Skills , ,

..
Speaking Skills. ,
initiative
Mechanical Skills

Listening Skills

-11

Carpenter
4

Physic-sit Coordination

Art Skills
Clerical Skills

Math Skills

Speaking Skills

Initiative
Mechanical Skills

Listening Skills

r

no
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Item 2. Because of abilities, talents, and .interests, each person is best suited for

one single occupation - A group of occupations

1,Most occupations Any occupation of interest

Subgoal (Application) The student evaluates employment apolication information.

Item 2. A company is in a position to hire one person to fill a job vacancy and has
three applicants. Check the space that indicates the information most .,
likely used in selecting the top applicant.

Physical appearance

Sex

AO'

Number of friends

Hobbies

School grades . /

School attendance

Intelligence test scos
r
r

Past work experience

Physical strength

Marital status

Health

Volunteer experiences

a"

'Usually Sometimes Rarely
Important Important Important

t

Goal 5. Evaluate the relationst-rips of present and anticipated life roles to economic trends
found in the community, state, and nation.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student identifies information resources on labor market trends.

Item 1. The best sources of information on general (national) labor market trends are:

U.S. and State Civil Service Commissions

Dictionary of Occupational Titl &s

104
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Classified Newspaper Ads'

Occupational Outlook Handbook

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains some of the difficulties in predicting labor
market trends.

Item 2. In predicting labor market trends:.

CHECK ALL, THAT APPLY

- Labor market predictors are accurate, enough for personal career
Manning, ,

Labor market predictions are getting more accurate,

Labor market predictions are getting easier,

National trends affect local trends,

'

Social changes must be considered.

Subgoal (Application) The student forecasts l'aboPrnarke/ trends.

Item 3. Based on current.trends, jobs in the next five years for the following groups
are likely to:

Handicapped workers

Unskilled laborers

Professional workers

Women

Minorities

Farmers

Transportation workers

Technicians

High Scho011 Dropouts

Increase Decrease Stay the Be Unpre- ,

Same dictable
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Goal 6. Assess the ways in which personal needs, roles,'and goals relate to occupations.

Subc,toal (Knowledge) The student identifies human needs that can be satisfied through work.

Item 1. Which -Of the following needs can be achieved through one's occupation:

CHECK ALL CORRECT ANSWERS

Friendship

..-

Beihg independent

Being helpful to others , Being good at something ,

Being important

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how an occupation can be a source of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction.

Item 2. Describe the following occupation by placing the letter corresponding to the
occupation on the needs scale where it fits best.

r
a. farmer
b. insurance sales person

c. assembly line worker
d. ,accountant

To be in charge To follOw orders

To work alone To do-things for others

To control my To be given a iyork
schedule schedule

To do something
different every day'

Subgoal (Application) The student evaluates occu ional conditions in terms of satisfattion or
dissatisfaction.

a set routine

Item 3. Describe the needs that would likely be satisfied for each of the following.

Jobs Chance to Independence Travel Financial Self-
AdVance Security Employed

Army off icr

Insurance salesman
(small company)

Electrician
(large company)

Farmer

L
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Goal 7. Affirm that physical and emotional needs can be met through leisure activities.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student recognizes possible leisure activities:

Item 1. Examples of leisure time activities are

sleeping

eating
. .

fishing

traveling

reading

volunteer work in'a hospital

coin. collecting

listening to music

Subgoal (Comprehension) The str dent understands that work (occupation) and play (laisure)
have several things in common.

Item 2. Check the things at are trueabout both work (occupation )'and play
leisure).

Can be relaxing

Both usually earn money

Activity and/or exercise oriented

Can be fun

Can be helpful to others

y Can be hard to do well A

.Subgoal (Application) The student applies knowledge of leisure activities to the maintenance
of health.

Item 3. if you were'a school counselor check what you would want to know about a !Jerson

in order tb advise them about picking leisure activities.

J

musical aqty

blood pressure

education

work history

experience

successes

107

interests

salary

weight
, -

male pr female

activity availability

motivation
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Goal 8. Determine how to plan for and utilize leisure opportunities.
e

Subgoal (Knowledge), The student
.
recognizes leisuie opportunities.

Item 1. Check all of the follPwing that.may offer leisure time activities.

*

Scouts

Red Crass

State Employment Office

Family

Social Groups

School

"Church

Civio Association

Library

t.

, ,

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains what to consider in selecting leisure activities.

Item 2. When would yoU consider the following in selecting leisure activities?

Usually Sometimes Never

Your interests

Time you have

Cost
i

School grades--..,
Friend's advice

Parent 'p advice

Past achievements

Values of others

o
Subgoal (Applitatiorq The student applies knowledge of leisure time used in different life

ft

situations. ..,
.

Item 3. for each of the following things check which life stage where it would be
most important in leisure time planning:

Student Adult Retired
f :

Try many activities

Low cost

Not too much time

Not'too physical

Near home

Acceptance of others

108
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Goal 9. Assess the relationship between educational, and occupational pursuits and pre-

. ferred life styles. -7

ubooal (Knowledge) The student identifies tlt1 ma;or parts of life style.

Item 1. One's style of life is mainly it ade up of

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.

family life

friendship

A

health/

leisure activities

age paid-work

what one owns /IN nofipaid work,

religious life education

community participation

,.

Jbgoa I (Comprehensio9) The studerg explains how education, work, and leisure influence each

other. 01

n 2. Shov how much you agree dr disagree with the followingstatements.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree D isagree

A stw'ant's use of "free- time"
has little to do with one's
education and job future.

Work thatprovides satilfaction
can be both paid and v6lunteer
activities. L.

The kind of job you will have
will havelittle to do with how
much nonwork time yoti
desire and how you use it.

Subgoal,(ApoNcation) Thre9udent relates leisure and work in a simulation problem.

Item 3. How Would you advise a f. ..,grabout planning for their leisilre activities who
had the following jobs?

Physical Activity
4.0Lciipation High Some Low
IV wspaper
rimgr.

AssemblyASsembly line
t orker

Lawyer

R al estate
lesperson
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'Cost Mental Activity.

High Some Low High Some Low
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Goal 10. Determine how life roles may change over time and how interaction takes place between
maturation and life roles.

r

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student identifies a sequence of life rol &s.

Item 1. Number the following of different stages of life starting with one
for the first or youngest sti and ending with four which describes the last of
oldest stage of life;0

9

Parents are models.or heroes foi- us. We develop an image of ourselves
as individuals.

Webeconie more self-confident. We feel more imporint."
i

Leisure and hobbies become mere important. We think of our successes.-
. . -

We plan q enter the labor market. Parents are of less help to us. 7--
... . , . ..

.

Subgoal' (Comprehension) The student explains life role changes.
.

4

Item 2. What changes are likely to occur as we grov older?

CHECK ALL RIGHVANSWERS

'e
values change-----v.=,.
work time change

. -

education stops

A thinking is harder-

r
..

I

human heeds change, 7
personality stops changing

health needs increase

increased free time

Subgoal (Applicatioh) The student uses a knowledge of life roles to evaluate ch.lnges over time.

Item 3.. Rate the tollowing.reasons forsersonal life role changerover a life time. i
r

Influences , Influentes Influences
Many People Some People Few People

Travel

Economic changes

? Champ for advancement

Boredom

-Personality growth

Physical changes

Job out of date

education

4IP

!
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Career Planning and DecisionMaking Domain

Goal 1. Use {he essential skills necessary to gather, organize, apd evaluate information for
effective decisioi-making.

Item 1. Check all of the following that-can give youinformatioti about making

career decisions:

library materials

family

-T1!

school teachers

adult friendi

newspapers

school counselors

books"

friendsthe same age radio

f. . . , .

Subgoal (Comprehension) Th§student explain,, the kinds of decision-making information' .
available from different sources.

Iterii 2. Information about government job openings is most likely to be fouritfo

in the following:

Counselor office

Unions

Post Office

Employment-office

4.1.1.
I"-

Occupational Outlook Handbook

U.S. and State Civil Service Com-
missions

Dictionary of Occupational Titles'

Area Qvernmental offices

Subgoal (Application) The student evaluates various decision-making information.

Item. 3, If you wanted ip find out about job openings how would. you describe the
following sour & of information:

Friends and Relatives

School Counselor

Classified Ads

State Employment Servik

Prixate Employnient Serv\e

U.S. Civil Service`

State Civil Service Commission

Unions

Parents
I

4

Reliable
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Goal 2: Use Oersonal and social goals and values in their decision-making process.

a.
Subgoal(Knowledge) The student deicribegoal awareness as a part of the,decision-making

process..

Item

1.

-

1. 4 Listed below are several actions that might be taken ip'arr-ive
Indicate for each action whether or, not you think that
a good decision-making process by circling Yes or No.

at a decision.
the action is part of

Yes-, NoStating the goal one expects-t(o achieve.

2. Waiting to see if the problem solves itself. Yes

3. Gathering information about the decision. Yes No

4. Checking with friends to see what they would do. Yes No

5. Listing the possible choices that could be made. Yes No
.4

6. Asking your parents to decide for you. Yes .No

I--
7. Flipping a coin (heads I do one thing, tails another). Yes NO

9
8. Studying the possible results of each choice. Yes No

)9,
9. Setting new goals as changes happen. Yes No

.."....---
Sibgoal (Comprehension) The.student explains how life role goal setting affects the decision-

c.

decision -
making proc.c.ss. . -

1,.. . . .
Item 2. Thinking and knowing about our goals will likely lead to (Circle at or 112)

Better Planning. Yes Plo

Boredom ifiPla° Is are too taw. Yes No

Giving up if goals are too hard. Yes No
r.

Changing goals.

Changing how we spend our
time and energy.

I
Less chance of success.

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Less surprise and excitement. Yes No

4
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Subgoal (Application) The student evaluates decisions rhsed upon individual goals.

Item 3. A high school graduate decides to gointo insurance sales in a smallcommunity.
What are the likely long-range goals of the person based on this decision?

Very Somewhat - Not'
Long-Range Goal Likely Likely ., Likely

Promotion Chances

Security

Be own boss

Travel

Financial success

Independence

,

v

/

Iv-

i.
Goal 3: Affirm the potential for expanding life role options as a result of effpctive decision-making.

Subgoal - (Knowledge) The student identifies life role options.
/ .

Item 1. Whep we think of the ways in which we can live Jur lives, what are some of th.e
.

choices we have?

CHECK ALL RIGHT ANSWERS
.."*.

riends To get married or not

iind st job To have children or not
i---

Changing jobs Hobbies and leisure time

Unpaid work To work or.not

Community involvement Political involvement

Church -involvement

Subgoal -(Comprehension) The student explains how decision-Making can increase options.

\-_
. Item 2. When we actually spend time thinking about our life decisions and do some

planning we are likely to find:

I

We ignore advice More feeling of control

Feviier options Satisfaction

Chokes leading to Success-
other choices
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Subgoal (Application) The student generates several optiOns in choice situations.

Item 3. An eleventh grader dropped out of-schoOl. The decision choices are to get a
job of to join the armed services. This student has considered

Item 4.

Item 5.

All of the major choices

Only some of the major choices

None of the major choices

An eleventh grader is hiding algebra because of too little time for homework.
The decision choices are to drop the class or to take the fail grade. The stu-
dent has considered

All of the'major choices

Only some of the major choices

None of the major chokes

A 35 year old worker is unhappy op the.job. The decision choices areto con-
tinue to be unhappy or try to find another job. The worker has considered

All of the major choices

Only some of the major choices

None of the major choices

Goal 4. Evaluate their career detisions as they relate to personal values.
. ./

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student identifies values and interests.

Item 1. Describe the following list using v for value,1 for interest, and n for neither.

left handedness

being independent of others

a hobby

things we believe in

a list of what's most important

enjoying an activity
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Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how values help determine d cisions.

Item 2. Making decisions based upon our personal values means that:

Decisions become easier

We do what we think is important

We do What We say is important

41. Yes No
. .

Yes No

Yes No

We do everything that is worthwhile Yes No

Subgoal (Application) The student evaluates career decisions based upon individual values.

J

Item 3. Indicate which of the following jobs would likely be elected by someone
who strongly values helping others by circling Yes or No.

, -
Doctor Yes -No Sports Writer Yes No

Social Worker Yes No Probation Officer Yes Ifilo

. .

Football Player Yes-- No . Dahcer , Yes No
.

.
Clergyman , Yes No Sailor Yes No

Typist Yes No Construction Nis No

ik, Wdiker

0

Item 4. Indicate which of the following jobs would likely be selected by someone

whstrongly values being independent and working alone.

Taxi Driver Yes No Minister Yes

i-irefighter 'Yes No Senator Yes No
f .

Construction Yes No Forest liariger Yes No

Worker ,

Farmer Yes No Receptionist Yes - No
.

Teacher Yes No Salesperson Yes

ti
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GOal 5. Accept the respOnsibitities fpr their decision-making outcomes.

Subwal (Knowledge) The student identifies where decisions can be made.

. Item 1. When We think of the ways in which we CAI live our lives, what are some
of the choices we have?

CHECK ALL OF THE RIGHT ANSWERS'

Friends Kind of Jab

To gel married or not Changing jobs

To have children or not Unpaid work

Hobbies and leisure time Community involvement

-To-work or nox Church involvement

b Political involvement

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how decision-rnaking skills are used where some
.control is potsible.

Item 2. Lindicata with a check mark-tiow strongly you agree or disagree with the
following statements about life decisions: '

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagtee Disagree

People have a lot of control
over what'happens to them.

Things happen to us mostly
by chance.

We Would feel responsible for
everything that happens to us.

Only adults make important
decisions.

s People at different ages have
control of different decisipns.

S

1
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Subgoal (Application) The student evaluates an individual's decision control in various situations.

Item 3. Check how much control you would have in each of the following choices.

To try out for the school play

To stay home while your family
is on vacation

To play on a school sports team

Much Some Little.
Control Control Cpntrol

A

To smoke or not
.

To spend or save $10.00 a week

To go to school or get a job

TQ stay healthy

To play leadership roles in
school

Goal 6. Consider various pathways available for achieving short and long term educational,

occupational, and social goals.

Subgoal - (Knowledge) The studerit identifies open entry and open-exit patterns of schocil,

work, leisure, and family roles.
4

Item 1. In planning for short and long term goals, answer true or false for the

following:
True False

People should finish their formal education before
starting in a full time job.

Volunteer work and leisure activities should be

mostly for people over age 65.

Ch&nge of career plans is usually a sign of poor
planning.

Changing jobs is usually a sign of poor
planning.

Starting a career and a family at the same time

is usually best.
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Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains ccupational ladders.

Item 2. What are the-most likely conditions for moving between the following occu-
pations? Put the number of the correct answer in the blank.

1. Good work record. 3. 1 - 2 years of more education.

2. On the job training. 4, 3' or more years of more education.
4

Licensed practical nurse to registered nurse.

.,-

, Registered nurse to doctor.

Repair mechanic to heavy equipment operator.

Teacher's aid to teacher.

Ambulance driver to paramedic. ,
File clerk to secretary.

Teacher to principal.

Subgoal (Application) Student shows how short- and long-range goals relate to life roles.

Item 8. Fill in the most likely goals for a :,igh school graduate using the letters.
Put three goals-liteach category.

..,

a. happy family life ,

b. being independent
c. making money

Short-range goals. (next 5 years)

Long-range goals. (next 15-20 years)

..

d. security
e. education for work
f. education for leisuie

=milb

Goal 7. Use the skills necessary for securing, maintaining, and/or advancing in various career
pathways.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student can identify career skills of entry, maintenance, and
advancement.

11
Item 1. Describe the skills needed in getting a job, keeping a job, and advancing in

the job field. Circle each item either Yel or No.
-'I

Skills in getting, keeping, and advancing in a job are: (Circle Yes or Alo)

Generally all the same Yes No All require the same abilities Yes No

Can be learned in school Yes No All require the same interests- yes No

---,
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Subgoal (Comp,ahension) The student explains occupational pathways.

Item 2. What are the most likely conditiOns for moving between the following
occupations? Put the number of the correct answer in the blank.

1. Good work record.
2. IN the job training.

3. 1 - 2 years of more education.
4. or more years of more education.

Licensed practical nurse to registered nurse.

Registered nurse to doctor.

Repair mechanic to heavy equipment operrtor.

Teacher's aide to teacher.

Ambulance driver to paramedic.

File clerk to secretary.

Teacher to principal.

Subgoal (Application) Thetudent evaluates the types of skills needed for life-long career

development.

Item 3. Check the following skills needed by people for their future life-long
- career.

To be able to communicate

To be able to understand
computers

To be able to move from place
to place

To be able to continue learning
fro ri education

To be able to understand
people

To be able to maintain
independence

119
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Needed By
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Needed By
Few People
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Goal 8. Validate that career plan, iing is a continuous process which reflects continual learning
in a changing environment.

Subgoal (Knowledge) The student identifies career planning processes.

Item 1. Listed below are several actions that might be taken to arrive at a decision.
Indicate for each action whether or not you think that the action is part
of a good decision-making process by circling Yes or No.

1. Stating the goal one expects to achieve. Yes No

2. Waiting to see if the problem solves itself. Yes No

3. Gathering information about the decision. Yes No

4. Checi, ng with friends to see what they woulct do. Yes No

5. Listing the possible choices that could be made. Yes No

6. Asking your parents to decide for you. Yes No

7. Flipping a coin (heads I do one thing, tails another). Yes No

8. Studying the possible results of each choice. Yes No

9. Setting new goals-as-changes happen. Yes No

Subgoal (Comprehension) The student explains how career planning is life-long.

Item 2. Mark the following statements about life rdle decision-making as to the
extent you agree or disagree with each statement.

Once a decision is made one
should stick with it.

Reaching one goal often leads
to another goal.

Education mostly helps one
make decisions before age 30.

The results of some decisions
do not show up for years.

Most education decisions are
made by age 30.

Most leisure decisions are made
by age 62.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
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Subgoal (Application) The student shows how career planning is needed on an ongoing basis.

Item 3. Rate the following reasons for personal life role changes over a life time.

c

Trivet
S.

Economic changes

Chance for advancement

Boredom

Personality growth

Physical changes

Job out of date,

Education

4

)

,

Influences Influences Influences

Many People Some People Few People

.,

IIL."..---- P
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APPENDIX D

NEEDS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAI RE
FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES

(ADAPTED FROM THE ROSEVILLE, MINNESOTA SCHOOLS
K-4 CAREER EDUCATION EVALUATION REPORT, 1973)
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pds Assessment Questionnaire for Elementary Grades

(Adapted from the Roseville, Minnesota Schools K-4 Career Education Evaluation Report,

1973)

Self and Interpersonal Relations Domain

Goal 1. Item 1. Are you better at doing somethings than
your best friends?

Item 2. Do your friends like to do all the same things
you do?

(Circle Yes or Not

Yes No

Yes No

Goal 2. Item 1. Can you_think of three things" ou like about Yes No

yourself?

Goal 3. Item 1. Strength and speed work skills or abilities? Yes No

Goal 4. Item 1. Do all workers have to be strony. Yes -'No

Item 2. Can individuals do any kind of work if they try
hard?

Goal 5. Item 1. Can doing a good job make you happy?

Yes No

Yes No

Goal 6. Item 1. Do you often have to work with someone else Yes No

on a job? .

Item 2. Can other people sometimes help you with
problems?

Yes No

Item 3. Can your friends help you do some things? Yes No

GOal 7. Item 1. Can people be happy doing different kinds of Yes No

jobs?

Item.2. Should everyone want to be rich? Yes No

Item 3. Do all workers work for the same reasons? Yes .No

Item 4. Should all persons work? Yes No

Goal 8 Item 1. Is teamwork needed in sports but not in jobs?

Item 2 Is every person in a group important?

Item 3. Do you sometimes have to take orders in
a group?

I
Yes No
L

Yes No

Yes No

Vern 4. Do you sometimes have to give order; in a group? Yes No
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Life Role Domain

Goal 1. Item 1. Doe's a school have many workers?L Yes No -,
1

Item 2. Do many people have jobs in factories? Yes No

Item 3. Do all dads have the same job? NoYes
&

Goal 2.- Item 1. Do all workers make theos1n e amount of money? Yes No

'Item 2. Are there other benefits to working-besides money? Yes 'No
t.,

Goal 3. Item 1. Can workers help solve problems such as pollution? Yes No

Item 2. Can work help make us happy?

Goal 4. Item 1. The two jobs most likely to require you to be
good in reading are

Pilot Sales Clerk Teadher

(Circle Yes or No)

Yes ,No

Welder

Item . The two jobs most likely to require you to be good
in math are

Radio ' okkeeper Typist Engineer
Announcer

Item 3. The two jobs most likely to require you to be good
in gym are

Item 4.

t .
.

Artist Gas Station Jockey Police
Worker .,,,,IL Officer

The two jobs most likely to require yob to be good
at art are

Fashion Author ' Beautician Secretary
Designer

Item 5. Wlifich two types of work would likely require some
knowledge of science?

7

Assembly Mechanic Secretary Nurse
Line Worker

Goal 5. Item 1. Will you do the same job as your father Yes r No
or mother when you grow up?

Goal 6. Item 1. Can doing a good job make you happy? Yes N.o

Item 2. Do some people work just.to help other people?

126
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Goal* 7. Item 1. Only children need to play.

I - .

-Item 2. Play can make you feel good.

Goal 8. Item 1. Schboi activities will help in spending your
free time when you grow up.

Goal 9. Item 1. What people do for theiir job and whet they do for
i

play are always two different thirigs..
-

Item 2. The amount of time workers can spen with their
families often depends on the job the have.

Goal 10. Item 1. When you grow up will there bemany kinds of
things you can do well ?,

Career Planning and Decision Making Domain
(

11'

Goal 1. Item 1. Can other p le sometimes help you with choices?

Item 2. Is the library a good place for information about jobs?

Goal 2. Item 1. A person's values are what he/she strongly
believes in. 4'

Goal 3. Item 1. I can do many different kinds of things when I
grow up.

Item 2. I need to plan carefully the kids of things I
want to do whin grow up.

Goal.4. Item 1. It does not matter what job you choose as long i.
as it pays well.

,.

Item 2. Should everydne want to be rich?'
4_

Item 3. Are there certain jobs only available to girls?

Goal 5. Item 1. If you really want something, ddfu have to
plan for it? '

1
Item 2. If you tease someone, will that person feel unhappy?

-.. ,

Goal 6. Item 1. What iou do in school now has little to do with
what you will do in high school.

4
Item 2. There is only one way to 'thieve a goal.

Goal 7. Item 1. Staying home from school does not hurt your
job chances.

It

S
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(CircIti,,YR or Not

Yes' No

Yes No

Yes No A

Yes No

Yes No

A ,
Yes , No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes

Yes No

Yes . No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No



,

.

.

(Circle Yes or No)
,

Item 2. Math is not important if you are.going to fix cars. Yes No
.

Goal 8. Item 1. Do parents sometimes make plans that do not Yes No
work out?

IP'

.

-

,

Item 2. c_...90 people change their minds many times
N"....libout what kind of job they want?

Yes No

Item 3. Once you decide to do soniething should you Yes No
Ever change your mind?

\-' .,,,

.

._

(

,

.

,
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Dear

Our school has recently completed some surveys to identify some of the more important

career guidance need's of our students. We would now like to be able to decide which of those

needs should be addressed first.

If you will respond to the enclOsed questionnaire,yoti will help us a great deal. When you are
finished, please return your' responses, in the enclosed enveloO, to the school counselor. Your

answers will be kept stnctly confidential.

Thank yoti:

School Counselor

131
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INTRODUCTION

Priorities Questionnaire

.
. .

< , Several career guidance needs have been identified at our school fotlorinqa survey of-student
achievement of important career guidance goals. We know that some changes should be made in

li our guidance progranis to meet those needs. However, we do not know which of the needs should_
be met first. If you and others will answer this short queStionriaire, we will be able to decide.

4

INSTkjCTIONS
N.

Use this scale . \J

,.

.

1 - 1 2, 3 4 5
Sometime I, Before Too I Pretty Soon I As Soon as I Right Now

Long - Possible

c

EXAMPLE

Need

1. Too many students are unable to list at least five skills they will need
for employment.

1

`ii
Rating

4 If you think that this need should be 'addressed right now, you would put a 5 in the blank."' If
you think that the school should address the need sometime, you would put a 1 in tge blank. If you
think that the school- should try to meet the need pretty soon, put a 3 in the blank. If before too .

long, put a 2. If as\soon as possible, put a 4.: '

Needs

Too few students can

1.

2.

3.
I

....,...--,--.. Priorities Questionnaire

132
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Dear

APPENDIX F

Follow-up Letter

1 Ns

On , , 19 , out scho,olDsent out a short questionnaire to

some persons whose opinions are very important to us. Unfortunately, some of the questionnaires
have not belkn returned yet. .

If you forgot to answer yours, please take a few minutes to do so now. We really do need your
help. If you need a new form, call us and a new one will be sent opt immediately.

If. you have.already sent your answers to us, please disregard this letter and accept our gratitude

for your contribution toward making pur school better place for our students.

1'

t

Sincerely,

School Counselor
(Phone:

133
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APPENDIX G
Sum of Ratings Form

w0

Goal Students Employees
School School Graduates Dropouts Parents Others

Administrators Faculty .

1

2
3
4
'5
6

r7
s'
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19'
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

Number of
People ,

Answering

,

e.

1 I

I.

1

c

. .
*Denotes missing ratings. A number in parentheses tells the actual number of responses to the goals. c)
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APPENDIX H
Means Form

Goal Students Employers
School School

Administrators Faculty

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2t
26

fir

ates Dropouts Parents Others
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APPENDIX I
Goal Ratings Tables Form

Goal StUdents Employers
School School Graduates Dropouts ) Parents

Administrators Faculty

..
Others

Mean .,
Weight
Product.
Sum of Products
(Goal Values)

Mean
Weight
Product
'Sum of Products
(Goal Values)

Mean
Weight
Proc'ict

um of Products
Goal Values)

Weight
Product
Sum of Products
(Goal Values)

Mean
Weight
Product
Sum of Products
(Goal Values)

Mean
Weight
Product
Sum of Products
(Goal Values)

1 3 9

1 z.

v

\e.

,

at r



APPENDIX J
l Tabulation Form

Questions
(Subgoali

Satisfactory
Responses,

Sub
Total

Unsatisfactory
Responses

Sub
Total

Total

..
Responses

1

2'

3

4

.5

6..
7

_

8

9
.

10

11
.

12

13

:14

15 .

.

.

.
.

. .

--... -.

.

..
--..

.

.

-_

,

-

.

/
_

.

.
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APPENDIX K

Sttdent Needs Tab(e

Percent
Satisfactory'
Responses

Domain

I I _ III
1.

Below 30

Between 30-50

.

Between 50-70

Between 70-90

Above 90

k

.

.

,

i

.

.
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